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Phonological rules can be variable in two ways: they can apply to a subset of the lexicon (lexical variation), or apply optionally, with a probability that depends on the phonological environment (stochastic variation). These two types of variation are occasionally seen as mutually exclusive. We show that the vowel–zero alternation in Russian prepositions ([s trudom] ‘with difficulty’ vs. [sə stinoj] ‘with the wall’) exhibits both types of variation. In two corpus studies and a nonce-word experiment, we document novel stochastic factors that influence the alternation: similarity avoidance, stress position and sonority profile. These constraints interact additively, lending support to a weighted-constraints analysis. In addition to phonologically determined stochastic variation, we find significant lexical variation: phonologically similar nouns differ in the rate at which they condition the alternation in the prepositions. We analyse this pattern by augmenting the weighted-constraints approach with lexical scaling factors.

1 Introduction

Much phonological literature is concerned with rules that apply categorically whenever their phonological context is present, but many phonological rules are variable: they sometimes fail to apply in the relevant phonological environments. This can happen in one of two ways. The variation can be lexical, such that the rule only applies to a subset of the lexicon (Inkelas et al. 1997, Pater 2000, 2007). For example, Chomsky & Halle (1968) observe that derived forms in English conserve the stress pattern of the base, as in *im*port ~ *im*por*ta*tion. Yet there are many words that this rule does not apply to, even when their phonological form is very similar to the cases in which it does apply; for example, *consult*, which
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ends in a sonorant–stop sequence just like *im*port, shifts its stress position in the derived word *consultation* (Pater 2000). Another way in which rules can be variable is stochastic variation, where a rule applies optionally, with a probability that may depend on the phonological environment. One of the best-studied cases of stochastic variation is English *t/d*-deletion: e.g. *west* can either be pronounced [wɛst] or [wes] (Guy 1980, 1991, Labov 1989, Raymond et al. 2006, Coetzee & Kawahara 2013). The probability of *t/d*-deletion is affected by a series of phonological factors; for example, it is more likely to apply when the syllable containing *t/d* is unstressed than when it is stressed (Labov 1989).

Lexical and stochastic variation have typically been studied as two separate phenomena. Indeed, some models of phonology consider them to be mutually exclusive: in Lexical Phonology, for example, stochastic rules apply at a phonetic level of representation, which is blind to the lexical content of the utterance (Kiparsky 1985). Documented effects of lexical frequency on English *t/d*-deletion call this assumption into question (Bybee 2000, Coetzee & Pater 2011). Recently, Coetzee & Kawahara (2013) have analysed lexical frequency effects on stochastic variation using a weighted-constraints approach (Legendre et al. 1990, Smolensky & Legendre 2006, Pater 2009, Coetzee & Pater 2011), augmented with ‘scaling factors’ determined by the word’s frequency. What is unclear is how this architecture would account for cases in which stochastic variation is influenced by the *identity* of the word. Indeed, examples of lexical idiosyncrasies in stochastic rules have been reported only sporadically, and are typically limited to very common function words, such as *and* in the case of *t/d*-deletion (Neu 1980, Guy 2007).

We explore the interaction between stochastic and lexical variation in the case of the vowel–zero alternation in the Russian prepositions [s] ‘from, with’, [v] ‘into, in’ and [k] ‘towards’ (Matushansky 2002, Timberlake 2004, Katz 2005, Steriopolo 2007, Gribanova 2009a, Blumenfeld 2012). These prepositions either surface as a single consonant (C) or as a consonant–vowel (CV) sequence ([sa/sə], [va/və] and [ka/kə], spelled in Russian orthography as *so*, *vo* and *ko* respectively). The vowel is [a] when the following syllable is stressed and [ə] otherwise (see Crosswhite 1999, Padgett & Tabain 2005, Bethin 2006, among others). Other prepositions, such as [za] ‘behind’, [po] ‘along’ and [na] ‘on’, do not alternate.1

---

1 All transcriptions are in IPA, except where noted. Stress is represented with ‘immediately preceding the vowel. We do not transcribe palatalisation before [e] and [i]; to indicate palatalisation contrasts before unrounded high vowels, we use [i] and [ɨ]. Our transcriptions are fairly broad, but reflect obstruent voicing alternations and vowel reduction. When we refer to prepositions in isolation, we use the strings [so], [vo] and [ko], following the Russian orthography. The pretonic allophone of /o/ and /a/ has been transcribed in the literature as [ax] (Avanesov 1968), [e] (Crosswhite 1999) or [a] (Barnes 2004). Since the precise phonetic quality of the vowel is not relevant to our analysis, we transcribe it as [a]. Likewise, we transcribe unstressed front vowels (reduced /i/ and /e/) as [ɨ] rather than the phonetically more accurate [i].
Before words beginning with a vowel or a single consonant, only the C forms are found. When the words begin with a consonant cluster, both the CV and C forms are attested. The choice of form depends to some extent on the phonology of the cluster. Clusters with rising sonority, such as [pr], normally condition the C forms, as shown in (1).

(1) *C form conditioned by clusters with rising sonority*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s prik'azəm} & \quad \text{sa prik'azəm} \quad \text{‘with the order’} \\
\text{v br'ofə} & \quad \text{va br'ofə} \quad \text{‘in the eyebrow’} \\
\text{k slan'u} & \quad \text{kə slan'u} \quad \text{‘towards the elephant’}
\end{align*}
\]

The prepositions [s] and [v] typically surface as CV when the following cluster starts with a consonant identical to the preposition, as shown in (2).

(2) *CV form used if following cluster starts with the same C as the preposition*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*[s stərik'om] so stərik'om} & \quad \text{‘with the old man’} \\
\text{*v vr'emə} & \quad \text{va vr'emə} \quad \text{‘in time’}
\end{align*}
\]

The generalisations in (1) and (2) have been described as categorical (Matushansky 2002, Timberlake 2004, Steriopolo 2007). As we will see in detail, this is generally not the case: these patterns are strong tendencies rather than inviolable constraints. Moreover, there are cases of relatively free variation between C and CV forms before certain cluster-initial words. This is particularly common when the first consonant of the word is a sonorant (Matushansky 2002, Steriopolo 2007), as shown in (3).

(3) *Variation between the C and CV prepositions before the same word*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s mn'ožastvəm} & \quad \text{sa mn'ožastvəm} \quad \text{‘with a large amount,} \\
& \quad \text{(mathematical) set’}
\end{align*}
\]

Variation is not always possible, however. Timberlake (2004: 177) observes that the CV form of the preposition is categorically selected before certain common function words, in a way that is not predictable from the phonology of the word-initial cluster (see (4)). This suggests that the choice between the C and CV forms is not determined entirely by phonological factors.

(4) *Some function words categorically condition CV prepositions*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*[s mn'oj] sa mn'oj} & \quad \text{‘with me’} \\
\text{*s fs'emî} & \quad \text{sa fs'emî} \quad \text{‘with all’}
\end{align*}
\]

These properties of the alternation make it an ideal test case for studying the interaction between lexical and phonological variation. Moreover, the alternation is represented orthographically, which makes it possible to study its properties in a large orthographic corpus. In the two corpus studies described in the paper, we uncovered a set of new stochastic phonological constraints, and found that the lexical variation is much
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonological factors</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obligatory Contour Principle</strong></td>
<td>[sə stərik'om] &gt; [s stərik'om]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjacent sibilants ((s + {s z z'})) and adjacent labial fricatives ((v + {f v})) tend to be avoided in the beginning of clusters (see §2.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-adjacent Obligatory Contour Principle</strong></td>
<td>[sə vz'orəm] &gt; [z vz'orəm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sibilants and labials (of any manner of articulation) tend to be avoided in the same cluster, even when they are not adjacent (see §2.2, §3.2.3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stress</strong></td>
<td>[sə və'oksə] &gt; [sə vədə'ksə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV forms are more likely before stressed syllables than before unstressed ones ((CV + \sigma &gt; CV + \bar{\sigma})) (see §3.2.2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sonority slope</strong></td>
<td><em>[s prɪk'azəm]</em> &gt; [s vədəf'ə] &gt; [s vrɪd'əmi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV forms are uncommon in clusters with steeply rising sonority, and become more likely before level or falling sonority clusters (see §3.2.4).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lexical factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lexical idiosyncrasies</strong></td>
<td>[sə dər'ə], [və dər'e] vs. [z dəvəniki'ə], [v dəvəniki'e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical items with similar phonological properties differ widely in their tendency to appear with CV forms (see §2.3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflected form idiosyncrasies</strong></td>
<td>[z dn'əm] ‘with the day’ vs. [sə dn'ə] ‘from the day’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two inflected forms of the same lexical item, occasionally associated with different senses of the word, may differ in their tendency to appear with CV forms (see §2.3.2, §2.3.3).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monosyllabic yer words</strong></td>
<td>[kə sn'ə] ‘towards sleep’ vs. [k ps'ə] ‘towards the dog’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words assumed to contain an underlying yer vowel do not pattern uniformly with respect to the prepositional C/CV alternation, suggesting that the prepositional alternation is not an instance of the more general yer alternation (see §2.4).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conservative contexts</strong></td>
<td>[liz'at'ə və pr'axi] ‘be dead (lit. lie in ashes)’ vs. [pr'ax k pr'axu] ‘ashes to ashes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecclesiastical and archaic contexts, as well as certain frozen expressions, favour CV forms (see §2.3.1, §2.3.4).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

Overview of the results of the two corpus studies.

\(X > Y\) indicates that \(X\) is more well-formed than \(Y\).
more extensive than previously known, and exhibits several surprising morphological properties (see Table I for a summary of the results of the two corpus studies).

We document three groups of new phonological constraints. First, we show that the alternation is sensitive to the position of stress in the following word: the vowel is more likely to appear when the following syllable is stressed. Second, the dissimilation pressure which favours CV forms turns out to be more widespread than previously thought: it applies across intervening consonants (e.g. in [s+fs]) and between labials with different manners of articulation ([v+m]). This suggests that the alternation is conditioned not just by geminate avoidance but by a more general version of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP; Leben 1973, McCarthy 1986). Finally, we confirm and elaborate the effect of sonority sequencing: we show that the alternation is affected not just by the sonority of the first consonant (Steriopolo 2007), but by the sonority profile of the entire word-initial cluster (e.g. [sa+vd] is more likely than [sa+vr]).

We report on an experiment that confirmed that Russian speakers productively apply the phonological constraints to nonce words (‘wugs’; Berko 1958). We find that the interaction between the constraints is additive: the more constraints are violated in the cluster, the more likely the vowel is to surface. We model the results in a maximum entropy grammar with weighted constraints and probabilistic outputs (Goldwater & Johnson 2003, Coetzee & Pater 2008, Hayes & Wilson 2008, Pater 2009, Potts et al. 2010).

To capture the different CV rates conditioned by different morphemes with similar phonological properties, we propose that individual morphemes can adjust the language-wide constraint weights (cf. Pater 2007). Our implementation takes the scaling factors approach proposed by Coetzee & Kawahara (2013) as its starting point, but modifies it in several ways. The scaling factors analysis allows us to straightforwardly analyse a register effect, whereby ecclesiastical words as a group (such as [kr'est] ‘cross’) show a higher CV rate than other words in the language.

Lexical variation interacts with the phonological constraints we identified. For example, the word [dv'or] ‘yard’ shows a strong tendency to appear with the CV forms of all three prepositions; yet this tendency is amplified for [v], presumably due to similarity avoidance: the mean CV rate for [s] and [k] before [dv'or] is 62%, whereas for [v] before [dv'or] it is a near-categorical 96%. We show that the joint effect of lexical and phonological constraints arises naturally in our additive weighted-constraints framework without any additional stipulation.

The structure of the paper is as follows. §2 examines the alternation in the Russian National Corpus. §3 reports an additional corpus study, performed using a web search engine. §4 reports the results of a nonce-word experiment designed to test the productivity of the phonological patterns we found in the corpus studies. §5 proposes a set of constraints
that account for the phonological patterns we found, and models the results of the nonce-word experiment using a maximum entropy grammar. §6 takes up lexical variation, and §7 concludes.

2 Corpus study 1

This section presents the results of a study of the prepositional vowel–zero alternation in the Russian National Corpus (RNC).\(^2\) We compiled a list of all cluster-initial words in Russian and counted how many times each variant of the prepositions appeared before each of those words in the RNC. The methodology of this study is described in §2.1. The comprehensive database obtained in this way allows us to explore the phonological factors that condition the alternation, both known and new ones (§2.2). We then show that these phonological patterns do not fully explain the distribution of the alternation, and that lexical variation must be admitted (§2.3). Finally, §2.4 addresses the connection between prepositional vowel–zero alternations and Russian yer deletion (e.g. [l^b^on] ~ [l^n-'a] ‘linen (nom sg ~ gen sg’)\(^2\)). Traditional accounts treat the vowel–zero alternation in these prepositions as a case of yer alternation, thus predicting that yer words should categorically select the CV form. Contrary to this view, we propose that monosyllabic words of this type largely condition prepositional alternations based on their phonotactics, with some lexical variation.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Corpus searches. Words that start with a simple onset invariably condition C forms. We therefore focused on cluster-initial words. Even though prepositions can appear before words of several different syntactic categories, including adjectives and participles, we chose to limit our corpus searches to nouns, in order to keep the data set to a manageable size. We constructed a list of nouns with cluster-initial inflected forms based on a digital version of Zaliznjak’s (1977) dictionary (Usachev 2004). To simplify the automatic selection of inflected forms, we only considered paradigms that had exactly twelve forms – six for each case in both the singular and the plural, without paradigm gaps or two alternative forms for the same combination of case and number. We further excluded from our sample those lemmas for which only some of the inflected forms started with a cluster; for example, we excluded the root [mn] ‘me’, which can surface either as [mn'o^j] ‘me (instr)’ or [mn'b^a] ‘me (gen)’. Finally, we excluded lemmas that had a frequency of fewer than five tokens per million, since they were unlikely to have a significant number of occurrences with the prepositions of interest. To reduce the number of online

\(^2\) Available at ruscorpora.ru.
queries sent to the RNC site, we performed this preliminary elimination offline, using a frequency database (Sharoff 2005).3

There are five ways in which the prepositions [k], [s] and [v] can combine with a word, as shown in (5). We generated up to 20 search queries for each lemma: singular and plural forms, in each of the five case forms listed in (5), preceded by either form of the preposition. The total number of queries was 5502. The queries were performed using an automated computer program in April 2011, when the corpus consisted of 150 million words. Words that had fewer than ten tokens in the RNC with either form of a preposition were excluded from further analysis with that preposition. For example, a dative form that appeared six times with [k] and seven times with [ko] was included in the sample for [k], but one that had six [k] tokens and three [ko] tokens was not. In total, 601 inflected forms met the threshold for [k]/[ko], 1133 for [v]/[vo] and 1017 for [s]/[so].

(5) Case forms of nouns in preposition phrases with [s v k]:

sample queries for [dv’or] ’yard’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[k/ko] + DAT g/kə dvar-u</td>
<td>g/kə dvar-am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[s/so] + GEN z/sə dvar-a</td>
<td>z/sə dvar-of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[s/so] + INSTR z/sə dvar-’om</td>
<td>z/sə dvar-’ami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[v/vo] + ACC v/ə d’or</td>
<td>v/ə dvar-’i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[v/vo] + PREP v/ə dvar-’e</td>
<td>v/ə dvar-’ax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.2 Identifying CV preference. As noted above, the C forms are the default in the language, and they are the only grammatical option before simple onsets (non-clusters). Most of this section is therefore concerned with the conditions under which a word may be preceded by the CV form. Due to the noisy nature of corpus results, a single occurrence of a word with a CV preposition does not necessarily indicate that the word is grammatical with the CV form. To identify inflected forms that robustly take a CV preposition, we used the following simple procedure. For a given word form and preposition, the number of CV forms can be seen as a draw from a binomial distribution. We estimated a 95% confidence interval for the proportion of CV prepositions, using the Clopper & Pearson (1934) method, implemented as binom.test in R (R Development Core Team 2012). We then selected for further investigation those words for which the lower bound of the confidence interval was higher than 5% – that is, words for which we could be fairly confident that the CV rate was higher than 5%.

---

3 All of the data discussed in the article are available at is available in the supplementary online materials at journals.cambridge.org/issue_Phonology/Vol30No03.
We also excluded inflected forms that appeared fewer than 20 times in the corpus with either variant of a given preposition (except as noted). In total, 120 forms met these criteria; these are discussed in the rest of this section.

2.1.3 Consonant inventory and sonority. Since much of the following discussion concerns consonant natural classes, we give the consonant inventory of Russian in (6).

(6) Consonant inventory of Russian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>labial</th>
<th>postalveolar/retroflex</th>
<th>dorsal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops</td>
<td>p pʰ b bʲ t tʲ d dʲ</td>
<td>k kʲ g gʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>f fʲ s sʲ z zʲ j jʲ</td>
<td>s z l x xʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricates</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tf j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m mʲ</td>
<td>n nʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laterals</td>
<td>l lʲ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trills/flaps</td>
<td>v vʲ</td>
<td>r rʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glides</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface [f] can be derived from /v/ by devoicing, but there are also non-alternating examples, usually from a loan source (e.g. [ft’or] ‘fluorine’, from Greek phthoros, or [fol] ‘foul (N)’, from English). This latter distinction is reflected in the orthography, a fact which is relevant for our study. Finally, all of the consonants in the inventory can appear in word-initial CC clusters (see Davidson & Roon 2008 for review), except for [j], which must be adjacent to a vowel (Padgett 2008).

We use the scale in (7) in our discussion of sonority-slope effects. To calculate the sonority slope between the first and second consonant in a cluster, we subtract the sonority rank of the first consonant in the cluster from the sonority rank of the second. Thus, [r₂ t₀] has a sonority slope of +4, and [t₀ n₄] has a sonority slope of +2.

(7) Sonority scale

\[ v₁ > r₂ > l₃ > n₄ > s₅ > t₆ \]

Most of this scale is uncontroversial, but a note is in order on the labial continuant [v]. This sound is famous in the literature on Russian for its ambiguous status (Hayes 1984, Kiparsky 1985, Padgett 2002): in voicing assimilation, it patterns with sonorants in supporting a voicing contrast in the preceding obstruent (e.g. [sv’et] ‘light’ vs. [zv’on] ‘ringing’), but with obstruents in undergoing the rule itself (e.g. /v + bar/ → [v b’ar] ‘into the bar’ vs. /v + par/ → [f p’ar] ‘into the steam’). We therefore assume the sonority scale given in (7), while acknowledging that [v] may occasionally show ambiguous patterning.
2.2 Phonological factors

The corpus results confirmed the generalisation that rising sonority clusters typically condition C forms of the prepositions. Most words beginning with steeply rising clusters such as [pr] showed CV rates of less than 1%, although there was considerable lexical variation in this group as well (see §2.3 below). We also confirmed the generalisation that CV forms of the prepositions [s] and [v] are used to avoid clusters of identical or similar consonants—[so] is used before sibilant-initial clusters (e.g. [sə stɔrɪkəm] ‘with an old man’), and [vo] is used before the labial continuants [v] and [f] (e.g. [va frɑ̃sii] ‘in France’). We did not find evidence that [ko] is used more than [k] before the dorsal segments [k], [g] and [x], in line with Matushansky (2002) and Steriopolo (2007) (but contra Timberlake 2004).

The proportion of the CV forms of [s] before sibilants was high, but not 100%. While all sibilants show a strong preference for the CV preposition [so], this preference is stronger when the word starts with [s] (mean proportion of the CV form: 94%) than when it starts with [s] (86%) or [z] (88%). The difference between CV rate in [s] and in the other sibilants is significant ($p < 0.05$ in both cases, Wilcoxon test). This suggests that the strength of the OCP effect depends on the degree of similarity between the preposition and the following consonant (see §3.2.1 below for similar results and discussion). The strong but non-categorical preference for the CV form before sibilants is also corroborated in our nonce-word experiment (§4). Thus the alternation is gradient even before sibilants: while there is a strong preference for [so] before [svints'a], occasionally a speaker will produce [s svints'a] ‘from lead’.

We also found that the OCP effect is more extensive than previously thought: it applies to more consonants than has been reported, and to non-adjacent consonants within the same cluster. Figure 1a shows that among the words that robustly occur with the CV form [so], this CV form is more strongly favoured when the second consonant of the word-initial cluster is a sibilant, as in the lemma [vz'or] ‘gaze’: the median proportion of CV forms is 90% when the second consonant is a sibilant, compared to 58% when it is not. The preposition [v/vo] behaves in a similar way (Fig. 1b): when the second consonant of the following word is a labial continuant, there is a higher proportion of CV forms.4

4 Anticipating the discussion in §2.4, it should be noted that some of the examples in Fig. 1a have prefixes that have yer alternations, although they are quite limited in productivity (Pesetsky 1979, Svenonius 2004, Gribanova 2009b, 2010, Gouskova 2012). Examples with prefixes include /v + zor/ [vz'or] ‘gaze’ and /v + xod/ [fx'ot] ‘entrance’. The initial clusters in [vř'et] ‘damage’, [ť'ornik] ‘Tuesday’ and [vř'emjä] ‘time’ are not morphologically analysable. As for /vz/- and /fs/-initial clusters, these all contain the /v/- prefix. The probability of the [so] preposition is high even for words without shared place ([fx'ot], [fk'us] and [fkl'ut'eniī]), but it is difficult to tell whether this is because they have a devoiced /v/ as their first segment and have a marked sonority profile or because they have a prefix that historically had a yer (à la the Lower analysis described in §2.4).
Moreover, we found that the OCP holds not only between adjacent consonants that share place and manner, but also between homorganic consonants that differ in manner. Words with a labial consonant anywhere in their initial cluster, regardless of its manner of articulation, favour...
the CV form [vo] more than words that do not have a labial consonant (Fig. 1b). For example, a word like [mra'k] ‘darkness’, which starts with the labial [m], will be more likely than a word like [nra'f] ‘character’ to appear with [vo], all other things being equal.

By contrast, when the preposition [s] is followed by a coronal consonant, it only dissimilates from it when that consonant is a sibilant: we did not find evidence that it dissimilates from [t], [d] or [n]. This sensitivity to manner of articulation in coronals but not in labials mirrors the situation in Arabic and Muna: co-occurrence constraints in these languages distinguish subclasses of coronals, but not labials or dorsals, possibly because coronals are perceived as more heterogeneous than consonants in other places of articulation (Coetzee & Pater 2008). Since Russian does not have a non-fricative monoconsonantal coronal preposition (e.g. [t] or [n]), there is no way to determine whether the dissimilation pressure applies to coronals with identical manner of articulation, as in Arabic or Muna, or specifically to sibilants, as in Chol (Gallagher & Coon 2009).

We did not find similarity-avoidance effects after the dorsal preposition [k], not even when the following word began with a [k]. Russian differs in this respect from languages with co-occurrence restrictions in roots, which tend to apply regardless of place of articulation (Frisch et al. 2004, Coetzee & Pater 2008). Thus dissimilation pressure is not a general property of monoconsonantal prepositions, but is specific to the prepositions [v] and [s]; whether this is for phonological reasons or due to lexical variation among the prepositions is hard to tell.

To ascertain that the differential OCP effects were statistically significant, we fitted mixed-effects logistic regression models to the set of words that robustly take the CV forms, using the R package lme4 (Bates et al. 2012). We fitted two separate models, one for [v] and one for [s]. Both models had a predictor for the similarity between the preposition and the following cluster, with one of the following three levels: no features in common (baseline level), shared major place, or shared place and manner. We included a by-lemma random intercept in the models. The standard errors of the estimates were calculated using bootstrapping as implemented in the R library boot (Davison & Hinkley 1997, Canty & Ripley 2012). In each iteration of the bootstrap procedure, a random subset of the words was sampled with replacement (i.e. the same word was occasionally included more than once). The logistic regression model was then fitted to this subset of the words. This process was repeated 10,000 times, allowing us to estimate the distribution of the regression coefficients. Visual examination confirmed that the bootstrapped regression coefficients were normally distributed, justifying the use of the $t$ distribution to calculate the significance levels of the regression coefficients. Statistical models

$^5$ Recall from §2.1 that there are no sounds that share manner but not place with [v] and can form a cluster in Russian. For [s], the class of sounds that share manner but not major place would be the fricatives [x] and [f] (orthographically voiceless); there were not enough clusters of this kind in the corpus that appeared with [so] to allow us to model the variation.
confirm the graphical impression (Table II). In the case of [s], similarity in both manner and place of articulation increased the likelihood of the CV form, but similarity in place only did not. In the case of [v], similarity in place of articulation was enough to increase the likelihood of the CV form. Manner similarity did not give an additional boost to the CV form for [v].

2.3 Lexical factors

Although a number of phonological properties can be used to predict the form of the preposition, the alternation cannot be reduced to phonological factors alone. For example, (8) shows two words that start with the same cluster. The two CV rates are unlikely to be derived from the same underlying distribution for [mn]-initial words: the difference between the rows is highly significant ($p < 10^{-15}$, Fisher’s exact test).

(8) *Lexical asymmetries between [mn]-initial words*

- a. s mn’enijâm 98% ‘with the opinion’ ($n = 443$)
  sa mn’enijâm 2%
- b. s mn’ozõstvâm 29% ‘with the set’ ($n = 926$)
  sa mn’ozõstvâm 71%

We discuss four properties of the lexical variation in this section. First, we identify what appears to be a systematic register effect (§2.3.1). §2.3.2 discusses lexical variation of a more arbitrary character, including cases in which the exact same phonological form behaves differently depending on its meaning (homonyms). In §2.3.3, we discuss the role of morphological structure: some morphemes show different CV rates depending on morphosyntactic context and morphological structure. Finally, §2.3.4 describes cases of idiosyncratic CV preference which are limited to the context of a specific idiom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predictor</th>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>standard error</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s/so</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v/vo</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table II*

Similarity avoidance in words from the Russian National Corpus that are compatible with CV prepositions: logistic regression results. We used treatment coding of the categorical predictor, with the reference level being the absence of any shared feature between the preposition and the word-initial cluster.
2.3.1 **Register effect: ecclesiastical words.** One context in which CV prepositions occur more often than would be expected from their phonological shape is in ecclesiastical use. The word [kr'est] ‘cross’ is one such example. The cluster [kr] has a steeply rising sonority profile and, accordingly, [kr]-initial words such as [kr'ësla] ‘armchair’, [krav'at] ‘bed’ and [kril'o] ‘wing’ always appear with C prepositions. However, we find a substantial number of occurrences of [kr'est] with CV forms, as shown in (9).

(9) **CV preference in occurrences of [kr'est]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CV preference</th>
<th>(n = 227)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>k krist'u</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ə krist'u</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>s krist'a</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ə krist'a</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The word [kr'est] is not an isolated case. Other examples are given in (10).

(10) **CV preference in other ecclesiastical words**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CV preference</th>
<th>(n = 426)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>k spas'eniju</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ə spas'eniju</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>g bl'agu</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ka bl'agu</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>g grix'u</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ə grix'u</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The unusually high CV rate in ecclesiastical words is likely related to the fact that the CV forms were historically the only forms of the prepositions (Vlasto 1986). Words related to religion are more conservative, and tend to maintain features that are no longer productive in the language. For example, the Modern Russian consonant [g] was once pronounced as a continuant, [y]. While this pronunciation variant is almost entirely obsolete in Standard Russian, it is still possible in some lexical items with sacral connotation, such as the interjections [y'ospa] ‘Lord’ and [jej bo'y] ‘I swear to God’ (Timberlake 2004: 23, Gouskova 2012). The phoneme [l] in Arabic is another example: it only appears in the word [?al] ‘God’ (Ferguson 1956).

---

A reviewer points out that ecclesiastical words are more likely to occur in literal quotes from the Bible and older liturgical texts. This raises the possibility that at least some of the overall preference of these words for the CV forms reflects older language usage which is no longer productive, rather than a synchronic register effect, as we suggest. Informal corpus searches suggest that quotes from old texts do not account for all of the CV forms that occur with ecclesiastical words. In future work, the productivity of the CV preference of ecclesiastical words can be assessed by collecting grammaticality judgements.
2.3.2 Lexical idiosyncrasy in homonyms. Homonyms present a clear case of lexical variation which is purely arbitrary from the phonological point of view. For example, [l'ef] can either mean ‘lion’ or be the name ‘Lev’, as in the author Lev Tolstoy. When it means ‘lion’, the CV form [so] is used almost exclusively; when it means ‘Lev’, the form of the preposition shows considerably more variation:

\[(11)\] The two types of [l'ef]

\[
\begin{array}{lcc}
\text{a. s l'v'om} & 4\% & \text{‘with the lion’} \hspace{1cm} (n = 85) \\
\text{sa l'v'om} & 96\% & \\
\text{b. s l'v'om} & 55\% & \text{‘with Lev’} \hspace{1cm} (n = 73) \\
\text{sa l'v'om} & 45\% & \\
\end{array}
\]

The difference in CV rate between two homophones proves conclusively that the alternation can be conditioned by lexical items, not just by phonological strings: ‘late’ or postlexical phonology has no way of distinguishing the two homophones (see §6.6 and Blumenfeld 2012).

Another case of homonym-related variation is [mn'ožəstvə]. Gribanova (2009a) notes that [s mn'ožəstvəm], with the C form of the preposition, means ‘with a mathematical set’, while [sa mn'ožəstvəm] means ‘with a large amount’. We found some support for this characterisation, though it was not clear-cut. Out of the 340 occurrences of [s mn'ožəstvəm], six were used with the meaning ‘with a set’.

7 Of the 561 occurrences of [sa mn'ožəstvəm], only one was used with this meaning. This asymmetry is statistically significant \((p = 0.01, \text{Fisher’s exact test})\), but it is not the case that [s mn'ožəstvəm] has to refer to mathematical sets. Alternatively, this may be a difference in register: formal registers favour CV forms more than informal ones (recall the ecclesiastic register effect in §2.3.1).

2.3.3 The role of morphology. Many words maintain their idiosyncratic preference for the CV form across prepositions and throughout the morphological paradigm. For example, the lemma [dv'or] strongly favours CV prepositions throughout the paradigm (Fig. 2a; see also Matushansky 2002: n. 40). This is despite the fact that it starts with the rising sonority cluster [dv], which does not normally condition CV prepositions; indeed, the words [dv'igətil] ‘engine’ and [dviz’enija] ‘movement’ invariably appear with C prepositions.

Most lexical items behave like [dv'or], in that they show fairly consistent CV rates across inflected forms. There are, however, cases of variable behaviour within the inflectional paradigm of a word, which cannot be explained by the phonological properties of preposition-word junctures.

7 Three of the hits came from the same text, Yaschenko (2002), which uses [s mn'ožəstvəm] twice and [sa mn'ožəstvəm] once. Unfortunately, the structure of the RNC does not allow for easy searches within each text.
This is particularly evident in the case of the two homophonous prepositions [s] in Russian, meaning ‘with’ and ‘from’, which take different case forms. Some nouns only show a CV preference with one of the homophones of the preposition: [sa dvnjat] ‘from the day’ but [z dvnjom] ‘with the day’ (Fig. 3a). The word [dnj] ‘bottom’ behaves similarly (Fig. 3b).

Upon closer examination, it turns out that the difference between [sa dvnjat] and [z dvnjom] lies not in the homophone itself (‘from’ vs. ‘with’), but in the sense of the word ‘day’ which is typically used with each homophone. The phrase [z dvnjom] ‘with the day’ occurs primarily in salutatory expressions referring to holidays (as in [pazdravlaju z dvnjom razdenija] ‘I wish you a happy birthday’, [z dvnjom pabedi] ‘happy Victory Day’). On the other hand, [sa dvnjat] ‘from the day’ usually refers to days in the general sense of the word (e.g. [sa dvnjat prinhatija kanstutusi] ‘from the day of the enactment of the constitution’). The ‘holiday’ use is not limited to ‘with’: of the 19 hits for [z dvnjat] in the RNC,
seven are used in the birthday/holiday context; there are ‘non-holiday’ uses, but they come from older texts. Of the 50 uses of [sa dn’om] in the corpus, one is a quote from an Old Church Slavonic text, and many refer to an ecclesiastical holiday ([sa dn’om ‘angila] ‘with one’s name day’). There are also uses in the birthday context. Thus, the ‘holiday’ use tends to favour the C preposition, whereas the ‘non-holiday’ use mostly conditions CV prepositions.

There is a similar asymmetry between [zd’n’om] ‘with the bottom’ and [sa dn’a] ‘from the bottom’. Yet while this asymmetry is similar to the one in the ‘day’ case, there is no evidence that the two meanings of ‘bottom’ are different. Likewise, there is no reason to assume that the prepositions ‘with’ and ‘from’ are responsible for this distinction; we did not find overall any difference in CV rates between the ‘with’ and ‘from’ senses of [s] in the Yandex corpus study to be discussed below (see §3.2.5). It is possible that [dn’o] ‘bottom’ is analogising to [d’en] ‘day’, which is considerably more frequent in the corpus.

The effect of derivational morphology is equally heterogeneous, with derived words varying in the extent to which they inherit the CV preference of the base (Fig. 2b). For instance, [dv’or-ik] ‘yard-DIM’ has a strong CV preference, whereas [dv’or-nik] ‘janitor’ does not. Certain suffixes (e.g. [-ik] (DIM)) have a systematic effect on the CV preference of derived words, either maintaining it, reducing it or eliminating it. For reasons of space, we do not discuss derivational context effects any further here; see Gouskova & Linzen (in preparation).

2.3.4 Fixed expressions. Certain words show a CV preference only in the context of a specific idiom (Blumenfeld 2011). This phenomenon appears...
to be particularly common in the ecclesiastical register. The word [pr'ax] ‘ash’, for example, begins with a rising sonority cluster that almost always favours the C form of prepositions. For example, the word [pridlaž'eniš] ‘proposal (INSTR)’, which starts with the same cluster, appears 956 times in the corpus with the C preposition [s], and never with the CV preposition [sa]. With most prepositions, [pr'ax] also behaves as expected from its initial cluster, taking the C form. With the preposition [v], however, almost 50% of the tokens in the Russian National Corpus are the CV form [va]. Closer inspection reveals that most of these tokens are part of the fixed expression [liz'av] va pr'axi] ‘be dead (lit. lie in ashes)’. The fixed expression [pr'ax k pr'axu] ‘ashes to ashes’, with the preposition [k], does not behave in the same way (a search engine query turned up around 100 hits for [ka pr'axu], and 100,000 for [k pr'axu]).

A similar case is the word [pl'ot] ‘flesh’, which appears with a CV preposition in the idiom [və plat'i] ‘in the flesh (fig)’. One indication that this is an idiom with special phonology is the final stress on the suffix, which is not normal for the word (Zaliznjak 1977). The same lemma does not take CV prepositions in non-idiomatic phrases, such as [s pl'ot'ju] ‘with the flesh’, not *[sa pl'ot'ju]. Thus, unlike the two uses of [dn] ‘day’ discussed in §2.3.3, the two allomorphs of the root [pl'ot] are not even fully homophonous: they have different properties with respect to stress and to the preposition phonology.

2.4 Sonority and lexical idiosyncrasy in monosyllabic yer stems

Vowel–zero alternations in Russian prepositions are sometimes analysed as a special case of a more general rule known as yer deletion (Lightner 1965, 1972, Halle 1973, Pesetsky 1979, Melvold 1989, Farina 1991, Yearley 1995, and many others). In §2.4.1 we review the aspects of the rule that are relevant to the prepositional alternations, and the predictions of the yer-deletion account for monosyllabic words containing a yer vowel. We contrast the yer-deletion account with an alternative account, which attributes the behaviour of monosyllabic yer words to phonotactic constraints and lexical variation. We then present corpus data supporting the phonotactics-plus-lexical-variation account (§2.4.2).

2.4.1 Yers and prepositions. In addition to the three prepositions discussed in this paper, Russian has lexically restricted vowel–zero alternations in many other morphemes. The vowel in [l'on] ‘linen (NOM)’, for example, deletes when a vowel-initial affix is added in the genitive: [ln-'a]. The alternation is analysed as deletion because the backness of the vowel is not fully predictable; it is either [o] or [e] (Yearley 1995). The vast majority of Russian nouns do not have deletion (Gouskova & Becker 2013). In (12a) we list a few examples of monosyllabic yer nouns, and in (b) we list similar nouns that do not exhibit such alternations.
The dominant phonological analysis of yer deletion (Lightner 1972, Pesetsky 1979, Kenstowicz & Rubach 1987, Melvold 1989, Scheer 2006) marks alternating vowels as underlyingly different from regular vowels and posits a rule called Lower, which realises a yer if it is followed by another yer in the underlying representation. A subsequent rule deletes all other yers. The nominative case suffix, null in masculine nouns, is underlyingly a yer (represented as /O/ in (13)); it triggers the realisation of the stem yer and then deletes. Non-yer suffixes such as the genitive plural condition yer deletion.

(13) **Traditional analysis:** yers are only realised if followed by other yers

(Lower rule)

\[
\begin{align*}
/rOt + O/ & \rightarrow r'ot \quad \text{‘mouth (nom sg)’} \\
/rOt + ov/ & \rightarrow rt'-of \quad \text{‘mouth (gen pl)’}
\end{align*}
\]

If prepositional vowel–zero alternations are part of the same pattern, this analysis predicts that the prepositional vowel should delete when the following syllable has a non-alternating vowel, but should be realised if the following vowel is also a yer. There are indeed some examples where this prediction is confirmed: words such as [r'ot] ‘mouth’ condition the CV form of alternating prepositions.

(14) **Yer realisation in prepositions**

\[
\begin{align*}
/sO + rOt + a/ & \rightarrow sa rt'a \quad \text{‘from the mouth’} \\
/sO + rab'ot + i/ & \rightarrow s rab'oti \quad \text{‘from work’}
\end{align*}
\]

As we have already seen, however, the prepositional vowels show up before nouns that do not have an underlying yer, either for phonotactic reasons or because of arbitrary lexical idiosyncrasy (Matushansky 2002). The influence of phonotactics is illustrated by the fact the putative prepositional yer is occasionally realised to prevent a geminate ([s+s]). Some examples of lexical variation are pointed out by Steriopolo (2007) and Blumenfeld (2012): there are yer monosyllables that condition C prepositions (e.g. [s ps'-om] ‘with the dog’, [k pn'-u] ‘towards the stump’), and there are non-yer words that condition CV prepositions.

---

8 In order to work for cases such as [r'ot], the analysis requires the assumption that the preposition and the following noun are phonologised in the same cycle. If the yer of the noun is deleted before the preposition is considered, the preposition will always lose its vowel. Matushansky (2002) proposes that the yer phonology of prepositions and nouns is resolved postcyclically. See §6.6 for discussion.
Steriopolo cites [k rt'uti] ‘towards mercury’, but notes that there is a [ka rt'uti] variant). The phonotactic and lexical influences on the alternation in monosyllabic nouns suggest that the vowel–zero alternation in prepositions is distinct from yer alternations in nouns.

2.4.2 Corpus data. The two accounts outlined in the previous section make different predictions for monosyllabic yer words: the Lower analysis predicts that prepositions followed by yer words should always be CV, whereas the phonotactics-plus-lexical-variation analysis predicts that the shape of the prepositions will depend on the following cluster. To test these predictions, we considered the preposition [ko]; the results are shown in Fig. 4. This figure plots the distribution of [ko] before ten monosyllabic yer words in the Russian National Corpus. We chose the preposition [k]/[ko] because it does not exhibit OCP effects (Matushansky 2002, Steriopolo 2007). The only phonological factor that should affect the choice of prepositional form is the shape of the word-initial cluster – specifically, its sonority profile (see §2.1.3 for the sonority scale used here, and §2.2 and §3.2.4 for the role of sonority in the alternation).

Since the sample size is small, we lifted the restriction that a form must appear more than 20 times in the corpus. As shown in Fig. 4, monosyllabic yer words indeed often appear with CV prepositions, though to different extents. For example, the form *[k rt'u] ‘towards the mouth’ is categorically disallowed, the two forms [g zl'u] and [ka zl'u] ‘towards evil’ are equally frequent, and the C form [k pn'j'u] ‘towards the stump’ is much more common than [ka pn'j'u]. Words in our sample that started with a falling sonority cluster such as [rt] or [ld] were more likely to appear with the CV preposition [ko] than words starting with a rising sonority cluster.

Figure 4
Sonority-slope and frequency effects on the likelihood of the CV preposition [ko] before monosyllabic yer words. Font size represents the number of tokens in the Russian National Corpus of the word after [k] or [ko] combined (on a logarithmic scale), ranging from 6 for [k/ko šv'u] ‘towards the seam’ to 570 for [k/ko dn'j'u] ‘towards the day’.

(Steriopolo cites [k rt'uti] ‘towards mercury’, but notes that there is a [ka rt'uti] variant). The phonotactic and lexical influences on the alternation in monosyllabic nouns suggest that the vowel–zero alternation in prepositions is distinct from yer alternations in nouns.
High-frequency words had a higher chance of being associated with CV prepositions; for example, the high-frequency form [dn'j] ‘day (DAT SG)’ had a higher CV rate than [zl'u] ‘evil (DAT SG)’ (medium frequency) and [ps'u] ‘dog (DAT SG)’ (low frequency) – even though their sonority slopes are similar. For most of the words in Fig. 4, the proportion of [ko] decreases as sonority slope increases – the outliers are [sn'u] ‘sleep (DAT SG)’ and [dn'j], which are also the highest-frequency words (frequency is shown by font size).

To assess the effects of sonority slope and frequency in monosyllabic yer words, we fitted a logistic regression model in R. As our frequency measure, we used the log-transformed number of tokens of the word with the two forms of the preposition, [k] and [ko]. Log-transformed frequency was mildly correlated with sonority slope ($r = -0.37$). To reduce collinearity in the model, we regressed out sonority slope from frequency. Residualised frequency was highly correlated with frequency ($r = 0.92$), suggesting that it could be interpreted in a similar way to the original variable. The resulting logistic regression model indicated that both effects are highly significant. An inspection of the model residuals revealed three potential outliers: [ljvt] ‘lion (DAT SG)’, [ld't] ‘ice (DAT SG)’ and [sn'u] ‘sleep (DAT SG)’. Removing these three items and refitting the model did not change the qualitative pattern: the CV form is more likely to be used when the sonority slope is smaller, and when the form is more frequent ($p < 0.001$ in both cases). The two factors interacted such that the sonority-slope effect was larger for more frequent words ($p = 0.01$).

Monosyllabic yer words do not uniformly behave in the way predicted by Lower; the prepositional vowel occasionally deletes along with the noun’s vowel. There are idiosyncrasies among these nouns as well. For instance, the root [sn] (e.g. [ka sn'u]) appears with CV more often than would be expected from its phonotactics. The categorical preference of [ka rt'u] over *[k rt'u] may have been a productive pattern in older stages of the language, but it is no longer, as indicated by the behaviour of roots such as [sv-] and [ps-]. There is no evidence suggesting that monosyllabic yer words condition prepositional vowel alternations in a way that is qualitatively different from other nouns: they condition CV forms based on their phonotactics and on lexically idiosyncratic CV preference.

In summary, this section has contrasted two views. According to one view, preposition vowels pattern like other yers: they appear when followed by a yer vowel underlyingly. According to the other view, the prepositional alternation before yer stems is governed by the same phonological generalisations as prepositions throughout the language, with potential lexical variation. The three facts described in this section – the gradience of the alternation, the interaction with phonological properties of the word-initial cluster and the effect of word frequency – all suggest that the selection of the CV preposition is not a case of yer realisation, which is a categorical phenomenon that applies across the board, but rather a combination of stochastic phonotactic rules and idiosyncratic properties of individual nouns.
Corpus study 2

The results from corpus study 1 enabled us to discover new stochastic phonotactic rules and map the landscape of lexically conditioned variation. Due to the limited size of the Russian National Corpus, however, we were only able to find a relatively small sample of words that appear with CV prepositional forms at a non-negligible rate. In particular, many possible word-initial clusters were not represented in our sample at all. To gain access to a larger corpus of Russian texts, we used the web search engine Yandex.\(^9\)

3.1 Methods

We generated a set of search queries using the methods described in §2.1. In contrast with the queries sent to the Russian National Corpus, we did not impose a predetermined frequency threshold – since the corpus is several orders of magnitude larger, even rare forms are expected to occur with some frequency. The Russian National Corpus study showed that the alternation pattern before stop-initial clusters such as \([pr]\) is mostly categorical and well understood, so we did not perform any queries for words starting with those clusters. Specifically, we restricted our queries to words with clusters that started with \([v z z l m n s f x ts tf s]\). For reasons of space and time, we only collected data for the preposition \([s]/[so]\), for which we performed 86,136 search engine queries in total.\(^10\)

The number of matches reported by search engines is known to be a rough and sometimes misleading estimate of the actual frequency of the form (Nunberg 2009). However, when the number of matches is small – in Google and Yandex, fewer than 1000 – it is possible to estimate the frequency more accurately by going through the results page by page and counting the number of matches. The results we report in this section are therefore limited to inflected forms that appeared with both variants of the preposition fewer than 1000 times – if either variant crossed the 1000 result limit, we excluded the inflected form from our sample. In addition, we included only inflected forms that had more than ten matches in total with either variant of the preposition.

The mean lemma frequency of the words included in this study was lower than in corpus study 1: RNC searches for the lemmas yielded 1,120 tokens on average for the lemmas used in corpus study 2, compared to 14,760 tokens for the lemmas used in corpus study 1.

\(^9\) Available at www.yandex.ru.

\(^10\) The results can be downloaded as a CSV file from the online supplementary materials (see note 3).
### 3.2 Results

We explore the effect of a series of factors: the first consonant of the cluster, the position of stress, the case of the following noun (genitive or instrumental), the number of the following noun (singular or plural) and the sonority slope within the cluster. Search engine results are noisy, and the alternations are sensitive to lexical exceptions, so in many phonological contexts we expect to find a great deal of variability. For this reason, we do not use a single summary statistic, such as the mean CV rate for each context, but rather present richer plots, which approximate the distribution of CV prepositions for each context.

The box plots in Fig. 5 show the proportion of the [so] form of the preposition [s], broken down by the cluster-initial consonant of the following word. The horizontal line in the middle of each box represents the median CV rate for that particular cluster. The box extends between the first and third quartile of the data. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data point that is no more than 1·5 times the length of the box away from the box, and the dots represent ‘outliers’, or points that are further than 1·5 times the box’s length. As the figure shows, the CV rate is more variable before some consonants than others. Clusters starting with non-sibilant obstruents (e.g. [fr] or [xv]) almost always condition the C form. There is more variability before sibilant-initial clusters, though the tendency is to favour the CV form. Finally, sonorant-initial clusters show a non-uniform pattern: the nasals [n] and [m] essentially pattern with non-sibilant obstruents in favouring the C form, whereas clusters that start with [v] and [l] show a great deal of variability.

![Box plots showing the probability of the CV form [so] in the Yandex corpus, by cluster-initial consonant.](image-url)
3.2.1 Variation among sibilants. The next series of figures we present consists of kernel-density plots, rescaled and smoothed versions of histograms. Density plots approximate the probability density function of the population from which the data were sampled. Since density plots represent probabilities rather than raw counts, they facilitate comparisons across groups with different sample sizes. Figure 6 shows how CV rates vary among sibilant-initial clusters. In [s]-initial clusters, the most common probability of the CV form is over 95%: for most words that start with an [s]-initial cluster, the C form is quite rare. The CV rate decreases to around 90% for both [ʃ] and [z], which differ from [s] by one feature each (anteriority and voicing respectively). Finally, the sibilant [ʃ], which differs from [s] in both anteriority and voicing, shows an even lower typical CV rate, 80%. This suggests that the OCP, which encourages the presence of a vowel before sibilants, is stronger the more similar the preposition is to the consonant following it, in line with the results presented in §2.2.

This gradient similarity-avoidance effect is not unique to Russian. Pajak & Baković (2010) find a similar effect of shared features for the Polish preposition [z], the etymological counterpart of the Russian [s]: when the preposition consonant and the following consonant share manner and sibilance, the CV form is more likely than when only sibilance is shared.

3.2.2 Stress. To investigate the remaining factors, we focused on words starting with [v]-initial clusters, since CV rates varied the most in this subset (Fig. 5), and we had a relatively large number of such words in our sample (420 types).

We found that the position of stress in the noun interacts with the prepositional alternations. Figure 7 shows the probability of [so] before words stressed on the first syllable (solid line) and words stressed elsewhere (dashed line). The preference for the CV form is stronger in
stress-initial words (i.e. [sa v'd'oxə]) than in words with non-initial stress (e.g. [sə vdafs'a]). We were not able to find clear differences between words stressed on different non-initial syllables. This may be due to a theoretically significant difference between the first syllables and all the others, or to the small number of items in many of the categories (for example, there were very few words that were stressed on the fourth syllable).

This effect of stress position is unexpected. At least for Moscow Russian, the preference could be restated as follows: [sə ə] is more likely than [sə ə]. Other dialects of Russian differ in the details of their vowel-reduction patterns, but it is common for the immediately pretonic vowel to be more prominent – i.e. longer, less centralised or bearing a high tone – than vowels in other positions (Crosswhite 1999, Padgett & Tabain 2005, Bethin 2006). Our analysis in §5 explains this pattern in terms of prominence: the preposition vowel is more likely to be retained when it can be parsed into an iambic foot.

3.2.3 Non-adjacent OCP. We next inspect how the alternation is affected by the consonant that follows [v] in the word-initial cluster. In what follows, we abbreviate clusters of [v] with sibilants, sonorants and non-sibilant obstruents in the sample as [vS], [vR] and [vK] respectively, as shown in (15).

(15) Notation used for vC clusters

vS v + sibilant (s z ʒ ʁ)
vR v + sonorant (r l m n)
vK v + obstruent (non-sibilant) (b d k p t x)
Figure 8 shows that vS words are considerably more likely to condition the CV form than vK words. This is an OCP effect between non-adjacent consonants: selecting the C form of the preposition [s] before a word that starts with the cluster [vz] would create the cluster [svz], which has two sibilants, albeit in non-adjacent positions. This problem does not arise when the resulting cluster would be [svd].

A potential alternative explanation for the dispreference for [s+vS] clusters is that it is an instance of a more general pressure against multiple continuants in the same cluster, following the observation that clusters with similar elements are generally dispreferred (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997). There are three non-sibilant consonants in Russian that could be considered fricatives: [v], [f] and [x]. We set [v] aside, because it is known to be ambiguous between a sonorant and an obstruent (recall §2.1.3); [vf] is not a possible cluster, which leaves only [fx]. There is only one lemma in our data set that starts with this cluster: [f'axad'enija] ‘entry’. Its CV rate is fairly low (12%), arguing against a dissimilation pressure for fricatives in general. Of course, a strong conclusion would be unwarranted on the basis of a single example. At the very least, however, we have evidence that the dissimilation pressure is stronger between identical fricatives than between non-identical ones: the sequence [v+dv] is worse than [z+dv], at least in [dv'or] and words derived from it (see Fig. 2). The same example also indicates that the two sibilants need not be adjacent for the OCP effect to hold.

3.2.4 Sonority slope. The last phonological factor we consider in the Yandex corpus is the sonority of the consonant following [v]. As shown in Fig. 9, the likelihood of [so] increases as the second consonant in the cluster becomes less sonorous. In other words, [svC] clusters are more strongly dispreferred when there is a steeper drop in sonority between [v]
and the following consonant. Words that start with a [vR] cluster, such as [vrid'ami] ‘damages (INSTR)’, almost always appear with [s]. On the other hand, there is more variation among words that start with a [vK] cluster, such as [vdaf<a] ‘widower (GEN)’, with some of them occasionally selecting the CV form. The difference between [vK] and [vR] clusters is smaller than the difference between [vS] and [vK] clusters, however. The differences among the sonorants [r l m n] were not large (see the statistical analysis in §3.3 below).

3.2.5 Morphology. Recall from §2.3.3 that we found some differences between inflected forms in the same paradigm – for example, [z dn'om] ‘with the day (INSTR)’ vs. [sa dn'a] ‘from the day (GEN)’. A potential explanation for this difference is that the two homophonous prepositions [s] ‘with’ and [s] ‘from’ condition the alternation differently. We looked for similar morphological differences in the Yandex corpus. Figure 10a compares forms in the genitive and instrumental cases. The difference in CV rate of [s] between the two grammatical cases is very small. This suggests that the contrast between ‘with the day’ and ‘from the day’ cannot be attributed to a difference in the overall behaviour of the two homophonous prepositions. Similarly, CV rates do not seem to vary between singular and plural nouns (Fig. 10b).

3.3 Statistical analysis

We analysed the behaviour of the [s]/[so] alternation before [v]-initial clusters ($n = 420$), using a logistic regression model. The outcome variable was the proportion of the CV form. Based on our exploratory investigation, we included two phonological variables of interest: stress position...
and the type of consonant following [v] ([vR], [vS] or [vK]). We included two phonological control variables: the number of vowels in the word (which is identical to the number of syllables), and the number of consonants in the word-initial cluster (e.g. [fsV] compared to [fstV]).

In addition, we included three non-phonological variables: case (instrumental or genitive), number (singular or plural) and log-transformed lemma frequency (based on the Russian National Corpus).

The results of the regression are shown in Table III. Factors that increased the likelihood of the CV form appear with a positive regression coefficient. We found that both of the main phonological predictors of interest had a significant effect on the alternation. Compared to the [vK] base level, [vS] clusters conditioned the CV form more often. This non-adjacent OCP effect was extremely robust (t = 6.25, p < 0.001), confirming the qualitative pattern shown in Fig. 8 above. The CV form was also less common before [vR] than [vK] clusters (t = −2.17, p = 0.03), consistent with a sonority-slope effect, whereby the C form is discouraged before falling sonority clusters.

Non-initial stress decreased the likelihood of the CV form. This effect was again highly significant (t = −2.94, p = 0.003). We also found that longer words were less likely to condition the CV form (t = −3.44, p < 0.001). This effect is partially correlated with the effect of stress,
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We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting the two phonological control variables.
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![Figure 10](image-url) Effect of case and number on the [s/so] alternation before [v]-initial clusters.
since short words are naturally more likely to have stress on their first syllable than long words; however, follow-up stepwise regression analyses suggest that the two effects are independent. Stress position was also correlated with cluster size in our sample: words beginning with longer clusters were more likely to be stress-initial (in line with Ryan to appear). Again, we verified that the effect of stress persisted after controlling for cluster size. Log lemma frequency, case, number and cluster size did not reach significance.

In a follow-up analysis, we divided the class of sonorants into nasals ([m n]) and liquids ([l r]). This analysis did not reveal any difference between the two types of sonorants ($t = 0.1$, n.s.). The absence of a difference between the two types of sonorants may be due to the small overall effect of sonority slope: even collapsing across the two classes of sonorants it was only barely significant. Alternatively, the lack of significant difference may indicate that speakers only distinguish obstruents from sonorants and do not make finer distinctions within the class of sonorants, as has been suggested for Slavic (Bethin 1992 and others).

In conclusion, the Yandex corpus study provides more quantitatively robust evidence for the phonological factors that contribute to the Russian prepositional alternation; see Table I for an overview of the results of the two corpus studies.

### 4 A nonce-word experiment

Does the phonological pattern we identified constitute a productive phonological grammar? To address this question, we designed a nonce-word experiment. We used auditory stimuli to ascertain that the patterns
we found in the orthographic corpora extend to the spoken language. We set out to assess the productivity of the generalisations in (16).

(16) Generalisations tested in the experiment
   a. **Adjacent OCP**: The CV form is strongly favoured when the first consonant in the following word agrees in place and manner of articulation with the preposition, even when it is not identical to it: [sa ʂɨrɪˈmɑm] > [s ʂɨrɪˈmɑm].
   b. **Non-adjacent OCP**: The CV form is favoured when the second consonant in the following cluster agrees in place and manner of articulation with the preposition: [sa fʂɨˈmɑm] > [s fʂɨˈmɑm].
   c. **Stress**: Stress-initial words favour the CV form more than stress-final words: [sa fʂɨˈvɑm] > [sə fʂɨvˈom].
   d. **Sonority slope**: Falling sonority clusters favour the CV form more than rising sonority clusters: [sa rɬɪˈmɑm] > [sa ɖɬɪˈmɑm]. Likewise, if the first consonant in the cluster is held constant (e.g. [r]), the CV form is more acceptable when the second consonant is an obstruent than when it is a sonorant: [sa rɬɪˈmɑm] > [sa rɬɪˈmɑm].

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants. There were 86 participants in the study. They participated anonymously and were not compensated for taking the experiment. Participants were recruited online through various Russian language online communities and groups on social networks. We assume they were native speakers of Russian, since we asked only native speakers to participate.

The participants gave the following information after completing the experiment: gender (53 females, 33 males), age (range 19–60, mean 28.6, standard deviation 7.7, median 25) and location (18 from Moscow, 33 from St Petersburg, 12 from other cities in Central Russia and the remaining 23 from elsewhere in Russia and the former Soviet Union).

4.1.2 Materials. The list of test items included 80 monosyllabic nonce stems that started with the following ten clusters: the [v]-initial clusters [vz vd vn vs (pronounced as [fs])], the sibilant-initial clusters [ʂɨ ʂɬ], the fricative-initial cluster [xs] and the sonorant-initial clusters [rɨ nɬ ms]. There were eight items for each cluster, four of them with the vowel [u], and the remaining four with the vowel [i]. The rhymes for the items that had [u] as their vowel were randomly selected from the following list: [uf ub up un uk ug]. Similarly, the rhymes for the items containing the vowel [i] were selected from [ib id iz iv in ix ig]. We chose high vowels because they show minimal phonetic variability based on stress position,

12 We collected data from 90 participants, but excluded four from analysis because they did not report their age.
13 The sites were odnoklassniki.ru, livejournal.com, vkontakte.ru and facebook.com.
as opposed to low and mid vowels, which undergo qualitative changes when stress is manipulated. In addition to the 80 experimental items mentioned above, the list included eight control items starting with [xr] and eight starting with [k].

The corpus studies did not yield any evidence that morphological factors such as case and agreement features influence the alternation (§3.2.5). To constrain the variability among the items to phonological rather than morphological factors, all of the nonce stems were therefore presented with the singular masculine instrumental/comitative case suffix [-om]. For each word-initial cluster, four items were stressed on the stem and four on the suffix, evenly distributed between the vowels [i] and [u]. In total, the stimuli comprised 96 sentence pairs, contrasting in the presence of the vowel o, pronounced as [ə] or [a] (see Appendix A).

The experimental items were divided into two versions, such that each participant was only presented with half of the items, to keep the running time of the experiment at around ten minutes. Each version of the experiment contained exactly one item from each combination of the twelve word-initial consonant sequences (see above), two stress positions (final and initial) and two vowels ([i] and [u]), totalling 48 items per version.

The nonce nouns, the frame sentences and the prepositions [s], [sə] and [sa] were recorded by a female native speaker of Moscow Russian. The recordings were made at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz in a sound-attenuated booth on a Marantz PMD-660 solid state recorder using a head-mounted Audio Technica ATM75 microphone. Each nonce-word audio file was concatenated with both [s] and the context-appropriate allomorph, either [sə] or [sa], depending on the position of stress in the nonce noun. The concatenation was done by script in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2009); a Russian-speaking experimenter then edited the files manually to make them sound more natural. The intensity of all the sound files was normalised by a Praat script.14

4.1.3 Procedure. The experiment was conducted on the web, using the Adobe Systems Flash platform. During the training phase, we presented the participants with written instructions in Russian that asked them to listen to an example of a nonce word in a context that did not require a preposition, and then two examples of the same word in a context that did require the preposition: one example with [s], and one with [sə/sa]. (17) gives an example of a trial.

14 The files were converted to MP3 format using the LAME encoder (lame.sourceforge.net). The audio files can be found in the online supplementary materials (see note 3).
An example of how nonce words were presented to the participants

Простушайте пример употребления слова:

'Please listen to an example of the word:'

Я довольна взуном
'‘I am pleased by vzunom’

Теперь прослушайте еще два предложения с этим словом:
‘Now listen to two more sentences with this word:’

Я приду
‘I will come’

Какое предложение кажется более правильным?
‘Which sentence seems more correct?’

Participants were asked to choose which sound file they preferred. There were four training items, which they received feedback on. For example, they were told that most Russian listeners preferred [s tib-’om] to [sa tib-’om]. This was done to clarify the task to the listeners. The other training words were [(sa: s) st’id-’om], [(s: sa) v’um-’om] and [(sa: s) zv’uf-’om].

The nonce words were first presented to the participants in the context of one of the Type 1 frame sentences shown in (18a).

(18) Frame sentences for words with and without prepositions

a. Type 1

ja intiris’ujus| ‘I am interested in’
ja xv’astâjus| ‘I boast of’
ja ris’uju ‘I paint with’
ja dav’oln| ‘I am pleased by’

b. Type 2

ja prid’u s(o) ‘I will come with’
ja gul’aju s(o) ‘I walk with’
ja druz’u s(o) ‘I am friends with’
ja igr’aju s(o) ‘I play with’

These sentences contained verbs that select for an object in the instrumental case, so as to familiarise the participants with the relevant form of the nonce word in a context where it was not preceded by a preposition. In addition to hearing the audio file, the participants were visually presented with the entire frame sentence (including the word), in Russian orthography. Next, the nonce word was auditorily presented in the context of one of the Type 2 frame sentences in (18b), where it was preceded by the preposition [s]. The Type 2 sentence was played twice: once with the C form of the preposition ([s]) and once with the CV form ([sa/sa]). Only the first two words of the sentence (e.g. [ja prid’u] ‘I will come’) were presented visually, followed by a blank in place of the prepositional phrase.
The order in which the items were presented was randomised in such a way that no cluster appeared in more than two consecutive trials. Within each trial, the order of presentation of the two variants of the preposition was randomised, with the constraint that the sound file containing the variant [s] was never the first one played in more than four consecutive trials.

4.2 Results

As expected, participants preferred the C form before [k]-initial controls almost categorically (> 99%): [s kʰbɒm] > [sa kʰbɒm]. These items were removed from further consideration. An inspection of by-item average responses to the cluster-initial items revealed that the item [xr ix] was suspiciously different from other items beginning with [xr], including the minimally different [xr iv]. For the three other [xr]-initial items, the C form was rated as more acceptable 90% of the time, as would be expected for a rising sonority cluster. By contrast, participants showed only a slight preference of 63% for the C form in [xr ix]. A logistic mixed effects model with by-item and by-subject intercepts (see below) yielded a random intercept for this item that was 4·3 standard deviations from 0, indicating that it is an outlier. An inspection of the relevant sound file suggested that there was a recording artefact in the word-initial cluster [xr], which may have obscured the rising sonority of the cluster and caused uncertainty as to the preferred form of the preposition. We therefore excluded this item from further analysis. A similar test for participants did not reveal any obvious outliers (maximal difference of random intercept from the mean = 2·8 s.d.). The results are shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11

Experiment results: acceptability of [so+CC] broken down by CC cluster type and stress position. The dashed line at 50% indicates chance performance (guessing).

The order in which the items were presented was randomised in such a way that no cluster appeared in more than two consecutive trials. Within each trial, the order of presentation of the two variants of the preposition was randomised, with the constraint that the sound file containing the variant [s] was never the first one played in more than four consecutive trials.
After removing outliers, we fitted a logistic mixed effects model in R using the \textit{lme4} package. The binary response variable was 1 if the CV form was preferred and 0 if the C form was preferred. Stress and cluster were entered as fixed effects, with treatment (dummy) coding, such that the base level for stress was initial stress, and the base level for cluster was \([fs]\). We selected the maximal random effect structure justified by the data using model comparison, as follows: our base model included only a by-subject intercept. Adding a by-item intercept did not improve model fit \((p = 0.25)\). A by-subject slope for the stress predictor did improve the model fit \((p < 0.001)\), and was therefore included in the model. Due to the large number of clusters, we were not able to fit a by-subject slope for the cluster predictor, as the model-fitting procedure did not converge. With the random effect structure of a by-subject intercept and a by-subject stress slope, the demographic variables did not improve the model fit \((age: p = 0.8; sex: p = 0.76; geographic region: p = 0.52, model comparison)\). The interaction between stress and cluster type did not reach significance \((p = 0.06, model comparison)\) and was therefore not included in the model either. The marginal interaction was such that stress did not have any effect for the \([xr]\)-initial items, before which there was a very strong preference for the C form; no difference in the effect of stress was found among any of the other clusters. The resulting model is presented in Table IV.

In what follows, comparisons between individual clusters were performed by resetting the base level of the cluster predictor and using the \(p\)-value corresponding to the resulting Wald statistic (\(z\)-value).

We confirmed the stress effect that we found in the Yandex corpus study (\S3.2.2): participants preferred CV prepositions before words with initial stress ([sa vz'ibam] \(\sim\) [sa vzib'om]). We also confirmed an OCP effect between adjacent sibilants: participants preferred the CV form before [s]-initial clusters. There was a sonority-slope effect: for clusters that started with the same consonant, the CV forms were more likely to be accepted when the second consonant was less sonorous. Thus participants chose [so] more often before the falling sonority cluster [st] than before the rising sonority cluster [sr] \((p = 0.01)\). There was a small effect in the same direction in [r]-initial clusters: participants chose [so] before the steeply falling sonority cluster [rd] more often than before the moderately falling sonority [rn], though the effect was only marginally significant \((p = 0.09)\). A similar effect of sonority slope can be seen in the comparison between [vd] and [vn]: [so] was more acceptable with falling sonority, and the effect was highly significant \((p < 0.001)\). The effect of the sonority of the
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15 The lack of an age effect contrasts with two previous reports. Pająk & Baković (2010) report an age effect for Polish vowel–zero alternations: younger speakers were less likely to use CV forms in their production study. Our results do not provide evidence for a similar change in progress in Russian. Steriopolo (2007) suggests that Russian speakers exhibit similar age differences; however, her report is based on a relatively small sample of two younger speakers and two older speakers.
first consonant in the cluster can be seen in a three-way comparison between [fs], [ms] and [xs]: the sonority fall is steepest in [fs] (underlyingly and orthographically [vs]), milder in [ms] and flat in [xs], and accordingly the CV form becomes less acceptable ([ms] < [xs]: \( p = 0.001 \); [xs] < [fs]: \( p < 0.001 \)).

Participants accepted [so] before [vz] more often than before both [vd] and [vn] \( (p < 0.001) \). Since the sonority fall in [vz] is milder than in [vd] and greater than in [vn], this is the opposite of what we would expect based on sonority alone. This pattern thus confirms an OCP effect between non-adjacent sibilants. The clusters [vz] and [fs] behaved identically \( (p = 0.52) \), which is consistent with treating the devoiced [f] in [fs] as a sonorant [v]. Since this is a null result, we do not want to draw stronger conclusions here.

There was a marked difference between [xr] and [xs]: [s] is overwhelmingly preferred for [xr], but much less so for [xs]. This could be due to a combination of two factors: sonority slope (rising in [xr], flat in [xs]), and non-adjacent OCP, disfavouring the cluster [s+xs].

The difference between [rn] and [vn] \( (p < 0.001) \) is in the opposite direction than would be expected based on sonority slope: since sonority in [vn] is more steeply falling, we would expect the CV form to be more acceptable before [vn] than before [rn], which is not the pattern we see in the data. One possible explanation for this is that [v] is patterning both with sonorants and obstruents rather than just sonorants. The alternative explanation is that this unexpected pattern is due to technical issues with the recording of the [r]-initial cluster, pointed out by some of our

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predictor</th>
<th>coefficient</th>
<th>standard error</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( p )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stress is final</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-4.52</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ms]</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.95</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rd]</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-3.48</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rn]</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-5.12</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sr]</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[st]</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vd]</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-5.04</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vn]</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-8.59</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vz]</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[xr]</td>
<td>-3.81</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-14.25</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[xs]</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-6.15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \text{Table IV} \)

Experiment results: logistic mixed effects regression coefficients. Positive coefficients indicate higher acceptability of the CV form. Baseline level: initial stress and word-initial cluster = [fs].
participants. A third possible reason may be the fact that [r]-initial clusters are rare in Russian. The last two factors may have caused our participants to have less robust judgments about [r]-initial clusters than about [v]-initial clusters, causing the difference between [rn] and [rd] to be less pronounced than the difference between [vn] and [vd].

4.3 Summary
The experiment confirmed that the CV preposition [so] was more acceptable when the stress was on the initial syllable, when the sonority slope in the initial cluster was decreasing, and when there was a sibilant anywhere in the initial cluster (OCP). The OCP effect was stronger when the sibilant was the first consonant in the cluster than when it was the second one. For the most part, the constraints interact in a cumulative way: while the CV form is favoured in sibilant-initial clusters across the board, this tendency is even stronger when the OCP constraint is reinforced by initial stress and falling sonority.

5 Analysis: stochastic variation
The experiment established that several generalisations about Russian prepositional vowel–zero alternations apply productively to novel words. The goal of the present section is to formally define the phonological grammar that speakers are applying. We model the stochastic and additive nature of the variation using MaxEnt (Goldwater & Johnson 2003, Hayes & Wilson 2008). We start with the basic phonological question of whether the vowel–zero alternation is deletion or insertion (§5.1). §5.2 defines the constraints we use in our analysis, and §5.3 presents the main features of MaxEnt and develops the analysis. One of the key features of the analysis is that the constraints themselves are fairly simple and similar to those proposed for other languages, but they can interact in a cumulative way to generate the complex trade-off patterns we found in the corpora and in the experiment, as discussed in §5.4. The analysis presented in the present section deals with phonological variation; we take up lexical variation in §6.

5.1 Deletion or epenthesis?
Vowel–zero alternations can be analysed as either deletion or epenthesis. There are several arguments for both analyses in the case of the alternating Russian prepositions. On the epenthesis side, it has been observed that all Russian prepositions have vowel-final variants ([b'es ~ b'ezə] ‘without’, [t'efiris ~ t'efiriza] ‘through’, [p'erit ~ p'eridə] ‘before’, etc. – see Matushansky 2002, Gribanova 2009a). The alternating vowels are

16 We did not study these longer prepositions in any detail, but our impression is that they only have vowel–zero alternations when followed by function words
always [+back], unlike yer vowels in lexical morphemes, which can be either back or front (see §2.4.1 for a discussion of yer vowels). This predictable quality would follow from an epenthetic account. Moreover, Gribanova (2008: n. 5) notes that prepositions without alternations, such as [po] and [do], can appear phrase-finally, whereas C prepositions cannot. Yer words always surface with a vowel when no other vowel is available (Yearley 1995, Gouskova 2012), so if prepositions are part of the same deletion pattern as yers, they ought to surface to satisfy the requirement that all phonological words must have a vowel in Russian. An epenthetic account captures the observation that vowels tend to appear in prepositions only when they are needed to break up illicit clusters. Indeed, Pajak & Baković (2010) analyse analogous alternations in Polish prepositions as epenthesis. Hayes (2009: 235ff) suggests that Polish vowel–zero alternations in other contexts are more compatible with an epenthesis analysis than with a deletion analysis, because only one vowel, [ε], alternates productively (Czaykowska-Higgins 1988, Yearley 1995).

There are also arguments for deletion. In the Moscow dialect of Russian, the alternating vowel in the prepositions is [ə] or [a], and vowels of both qualities are typologically common epenthetic vowels (Kitto & de Lacy 1999, Hall 2011). In dialects with other vowel-reduction patterns, however, the vowel may surface as [o], and this is a far less common epenthetic vowel, possibly unattested (Hall 2011). Even in Moscow Russian, prepositions have [o] forms in fixed expressions with preposition stress, such as [s'o svitu] ‘from the world’ and [v'o pal] ‘in a field’ (Zaliznjak 1985, Ukiah 1998).

Our study presents another argument for deletion: we found that the CV forms of the prepositions are more likely to show up as [a] than [ə] (both in the Yandex study and in the experiment). This is easy to analyse in a deletion account: assuming iambic footing (σσ; Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Alderete 1999, Crosswhite 1999), the vowel is retained in a prominent footed position: e.g. /so v'd'oxa/ → [(sa v'd'o)xə]. It is deleted to improve the alignment of the lexical word and the phonological word: e.g. /so v'dovexəa/ → [(vs v'daf'sa)]. Alternatively, the more prominent vowel [a] is less likely to delete than schwa, a typologically common pattern (Steriade 2001, Gouskova 2003, Howe & Pulleyblank 2004). The epenthesis analysis could assume something like foot binarity as the driver of epenthesis, but then it would have to explain why this vowel shows up only in prepositions.

Another argument for deletion comes from the pattern of lexical variation in our corpus: conservative contexts, such as idioms and ecclesiastical words, tend to favour the CV form of the prepositions rather than the C form. In fact, we were unable to find words that take the C form less than would be predicted by their phonological forms (e.g. a sibilant-initial word which only appears with [s] and never with [so]). The register effect (e.g. [bis t'fs'ɛx] ‘without all’; cf. (4)). Even when followed by [st] clusters, however, [bes] normally surfaces without a final vowel: [bis t'ak'ana] ‘without a glass’.
fits with the situation in other languages if the alternation involves deletion: in this analysis, conservative registers are more faithful to the historical forms, whereas informal registers tend towards more deletion (see Coetzee & Kawahara 2013, *inter alia*).

In summary, while we do not have a serious quarrel with the epenthetic analysis, the deletion analysis is simpler and more plausible historically and typologically, and we adopt it in what follows.

5.2 The constraints

This section presents the constraints we used to analyse the alternation. The syntactic distribution of prepositions suggests that they are clitics – they can attach to nouns, adjectives and adverbs (see Gouskova 2010 and Padgett 2012 for a discussion of the phonological properties of prepositions, and Sekerina 1997 and Fanselow & Čavar 2002 on the syntactic behaviour of prepositions in scrambling). In our analysis, cliticood is the reason why vowels delete in these prepositions: there is a requirement for the lexical word edge to coincide with the phonological word edge, discouraging word-internal syllabic prosodic clitics. We formalise this requirement as an alignment constraint, after Selkirk (1995), as in (19).

(19)  **Align**(PWd, L; LxWd, L)

   The left edge of the phonological word coincides with the left edge of the lexical word edge.

   (Assign a violation mark for every syllable that stands between the left edge of a lexical word and the left edge of a phonological word.)

**Align** conflicts with **Max**(V), the familiar correspondence-theoretic faithfulness constraint. Vowels do not delete in Russian prepositions such as [po] ‘along’, [za] ‘behind’ and [u] ‘by’, so **Align** must have an effect in the grammar only when the syllable causing the misalignment contains the exponent of the prepositions [so], [vo] and [ko] (following the locality convention for indexed constraints introduced in Pater 2007). We assume that for non-alternating prepositions, **Max**(V) outweighs **Align** (see §6.2).

(20) **Max**(V)

   Assign a violation mark for every vowel in S1 (input) that has no correspondent in S2 (output). (McCarthy & Prince 1995)

Deletion is blocked by several markedness constraints on the resulting consonant clusters. One of these constraints is the Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP). We will assume a gradient SSP cast in Harmonic Grammar, which assigns a violation mark of 0 to the best sequence of a stop followed by a glide, a mark of 1 to fricative–glide and stop–rhotic sequences, a mark of 5 to clusters of stops with stops or nasals with nasals (e.g. [mn] or the fake geminate [nn]), and so on. The worst sequence gets a
violation score of 10, as shown in (21c). The sonority scale from (7) is repeated in (21b).

(21) a. **Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP)**
    Gradient HG formulation (Pater 2012; cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993)
    
    b. **Sonority scale**
    \[ v_1 > r_2 > l_3 > n_4 > s_5 > t_6 \]
    
    c. **Scores for violations of the SSP by different clusters**
    \begin{align*}
    10 & : vt \\
    9 & : vs, rt \\
    8 & : vn, rs, lt \\
    7 & : vl, rn, ls, nt \\
    6 & : vr, rl, ln, ns, st \\
    5 & : vv, rr, ll, nn, ss, tt \\
    4 & : rv, lr, nl, sn, ts \\
    3 & : lv, nr, sl, tn \\
    2 & : nv, sr, tl \\
    1 & : sv, tr \\
    \end{align*}

To capture the fact that only cluster-initial words condition the CV prepositions, we define the blanket constraint (22) against triconsonantal clusters, which is blind to the particular phonological properties of the cluster. As discussed in detail in §6.2, indexing this constraint to individual morphemes allows the best modelling of the lexical variation, which is to some extent independent of the phonology of the cluster.

(22) **#CCC**
    Assign a violation mark for every sequence of three consonants.
    (Cover constraint for *\_C.CC and *\_CC.C; see Steriopolo 2007, Gouskova 2012.)

We now turn to similarity avoidance. Our constraints need to capture the two facts in (23).

(23) a. Two sibilants are dispreferred within the same cluster.
    b. Adjacent OCP is stronger than non-adjacent OCP ([s\_r] is worse than [sr\_]).

To account for fact (a), we posit a general OCP constraint on sibilants within the same cluster, regardless of whether they are adjacent or separated by a consonant.

(24) OCP[sibilant] (*s(C)S)
    Assign a violation mark for every pair of consonants in a cluster that have an identical specification for [sibilant].
    (Penalises [ss], [s\_\_], [zz], [sCs], [sCs\_], etc., but not [sVs], [sVs\_].)

We account for fact (b) by introducing a specific constraint against adjacent sibilants, defined in (25). The dispreference for adjacent sibilants followed by a consonant (e.g. [s\_st]) is extremely strong. Preliminary MaxEnt modelling revealed that this preference is not adequately captured by the additive effects of **#CCC and a general constraint against**
two adjacent sibilants: either the dispreference is underestimated, or the
general constraint against two adjacent sibilants is weighted very high,
resulting in the undesirable penalisation of CCV sequences such as [s+sa].
Since existing MaxEnt models do not learn multiplicative (superadditive)
interaction terms, as would be necessary to obtain a dispreference for [sst]
which is stronger than the combined dispreference for [ss] and [CCC], we
manually combined the two conditions into a single constraint.

(25) *SimC-C
Assign a violation mark for every pair of adjacent sibilants if they are
followed by another consonant.
(Penalises [sst], [zzg], etc., but not [zgz], [ssa], [kkr].)

Since the experiment did not include the labial fricative preposition [v],
we have only defined sibilant OCP constraints. A full set of constraints
would have to account for the somewhat different behaviour of labial OCP
discussed in §2.2. Likewise, we do not introduce a gradient OCP con-
straint penalising [s]+sibilant sequences in proportion to the featural
overlap between [s] and that sibilant (see §2.2 and §3.2.1), since we only
had one type of sibilant in our experiment ([s]).
Finally, we attribute the effect of stress to the constraint Parse-σ, which
is violated by unfooted syllables. We explain the role of this constraint in
the analysis in the following section.

(26) Parse-σ
Assign a violation mark to every syllable that does not belong to a foot.
(McCarthy & Prince 1993)

5.3 A MaxEnt analysis of the nonce-word ratings
A MaxEnt grammar works as follows. Constraints have positive numerical
weights rather than rankings. Suppose there are m constraints and n can-
didates. The harmony \( H_j \) of the jth candidate is determined by summing
its violations for each constraint times the weight of the respective con-
straint, as in Harmonic Grammar (Legendre et al. 1990, Goldwater &
Wilson 2008). Formally, if \( w_i \) is the weight of the ith constraint and \( v_{ji} \)
is the number of times that candidate j violates constraint i, then we
have (27).

(27) \( H_j = \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i v_{ji} \)

The probability of candidate j is then calculated as the exponent of \( H_j \),
normalised by the sum of the exponents of all harmony scores.
\[(28) \quad p_j = \frac{e^{H_j}}{\sum_{k=1}^{m} e^{H_k}}\]

We fitted the constraint weights to the observed frequencies of outputs with the C and CV forms from our experiment, using the MaxEnt Grammar Tool.\(^{17}\) The weights are shown in Table V, arranged from highest to lowest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>constraint</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALIGN</td>
<td>6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*#CCC</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*SIMC-C</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s(C)S</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARSE-σ</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prob (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V
MaxEnt constraint weights for experiment results.

The rest of this section demonstrates how the resulting MaxEnt grammar derives the patterns we identified in the results of the experiment. We start with the simplest case, the near-categorical deletion in words that start with a single consonant. As shown in (29), ALIGN favours deletion in all prepositions: [sa k'ibam] violates ALIGN once, so its harmony score is the weight of ALIGN (6.24) times \(-1\) for the violation. MAX is weighted at 0 for /so/, so it cannot block deletion. The MaxEnt grammar in Table V predicts the input /so k'ib-om/ to map to [s k'ibam] 99.8% of the time (calculated as \(p_1 = e^0/(e^0 + e^{-6.24}) = 0.998\)), compared to the 99% we observed in the experiment.

(29) Deletion very likely before simple onsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/so k'ib-om/</th>
<th>ALIGN</th>
<th>*#CCC</th>
<th>*SIMC-C</th>
<th>*s(C)S</th>
<th>PARSE-σ</th>
<th>SSP</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>(\mathcal{H})</th>
<th>prob (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s k'ibam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1x0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa k'ibam</td>
<td>-1x6.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-6.24</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When deletion yields a cluster that violates several of the markedness constraints, the predicted outcome varies, depending on the severity of the violations of the cluster constraints. In /so št'ib-om/ (see (30)), the

\(^{17}\) Available (August 2013) at www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/MaxentGrammarTool. We assumed the default priors mean \(\mu = 0.0\), and variance \(\sigma^2 = 100000.0\) for the bias term.
resulting cluster violates *#CCC, the constraint against adjacent sibilants *S|MC-C and *(s(C)S, and it has a relatively poor sonority profile. The harmony of the deletion candidate [s ʂ’ibəm] is a summation of its performance on *#CCC, the constraints on sibilants and the SSP, which it violates six times. Thus, even though none of these constraints are weighted more than ALIGN, their cumulative action makes deletion a lot less probable. Deletion is predicted to be blocked 87.2% of the time. In our experiment, people preferred the CV form 80% of the time.

(30) Deletion unlikely if a #CCC cluster with a sibilant OCP violation and poor sonority profile results

| /so ʂ'ib-om/ | ALIGN | *#CCC | *S|MC-C | *(s(C)S | PARSE-σ | SSP | MAX | H | prob (%) |
|-------------|-------|--------|--------|----------|----------|------|-----|---|--------|
| sa ʂ'ibəm   | −1×6.24 |       |        |          |          |      |     |   | 87.2 |
| s ʂ'ibəm | −1×4.26 | −1×1.72 | −1×0.74 | −6×0.24 | −1×0 | −8.16 | 12.8 |

A slightly higher sonority rise makes deletion less likely: in /so ʂ'r'ib-om/, deletion is predicted only 72% of the time. This is shown in (31).

(31) Deletion more likely if the CCC cluster with an OCP violation has a better sonority profile

| /so ʂ'r'ib-om/ | ALIGN | *#CCC | *S|MC-C | *(s(C)S | PARSE-σ | SSP | MAX | H | prob (%) |
|-------------|-------|--------|--------|----------|----------|------|-----|---|--------|
| sa ʂ'r'ibəm | −1×6.24 |       |        |          |          |      |     |   | 72.0 |
| s ʂ'r'ibəm | −1×4.26 | −1×1.72 | −1×0.74 | −2×0.24 | −1×0 | −7.20 | 28.0 |

A sufficiently bad sonority profile will make deletion less likely even in words that have no sibilants near the preposition. Deleting the preposition’s vowel in /so r'd'ib-om/ results in a #CCC cluster that violates the SSP nine times, which in tandem with the *#CCC violation is sufficient to override ALIGN 58% of the time.

(32) Deletion in words with clusters that have a marked sonority profile

| /so r'd'ib-om/ | ALIGN | *#CCC | *S|MC-C | *(s(C)S | PARSE-σ | SSP | MAX | H | prob (%) |
|-------------|-------|--------|--------|----------|----------|------|-----|---|--------|
| sa r'd'ibəm | −1×6.24 |       |        |          |          |      |     |   | 58.0 |
| s r'd'ibəm | −1×4.26 | −9×0.24 | −1×0 | −6.42 | 42.0 |

We capture the stress effect through PARSE-σ. Deletion is more likely when the vowel of the preposition is reduced to [ə], which we take to be due to its unfooted status (assuming iambic footing for Russian; see Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Alderete 1999, Crosswhite 1999, Gouskova 2010, though cf. Revithiadou 1999, Bethin 2006). As shown in (33), the retained vowel cannot be footed in [sa (șrib’om)], so its deletion is more favoured in comparison with the footed vowel in [(sa ʂ’i)bəm] in (31).
Stress effect: schwa deletes more readily than footable [a]

In clusters that have non-adjacent sibilants in the potential #CCC cluster, deletion is only weakly encouraged, since the weight of *s(C)S is smaller than that of *SimC-C. The violation scores of the two candidates for the input /so xsib-om/ are very close (see (34)), and the predicted frequencies (60% and 40%) match our experimental results.

(34) Triconsonantal clusters with non-adjacent sibilants

Finally, we did not include /so sV.../ wugs in our experiment, because they pattern virtually categorically: they surface with the C form of the preposition. The result in (35) is generated in the MaxEnt grammar.

(35) No vowels in prepositions that precede [sV]-initial words

To sum up, this analysis allows us to capture the cumulative effects of the OCP, stress and sonority sequencing through constraint weighting. Even though the weight of ALIGN exceeds that of any other constraint here, the lower-weighted constraints can override its preference for deletion. The cumulative effect of these constraints is captured directly through the summing of their weights, and the frequencies of the outputs we got in the experiment are matched fairly closely.

Finally, we address an alternative analysis that we rejected for Russian. In their analysis of a similar pattern in Polish, Pajak & Baković argue that the CV preposition surfaces whenever the alternative is to assimilate sibilants or labials, which would result in a violation of the constraint they call NoGem/NVA ‘no non-vowel-adjacent geminates’ (2010: 651). The evidence for this analysis is that the alternative to variable C ~ CV alternation in Polish is voicing and coronal place assimilation, which applies in [z+sV] clusters but not in [z+sCV] clusters. Thus, either assimilation fails to apply or the vowel shows up to break up the clusters – a kind of...
conspiracy to avoid preconsonantal geminates. Russian also has variable coronal place assimilation, but this analysis would not work for the language.\textsuperscript{18} The problem is that Russian vowels show up even in clusters that cannot assimilate completely to make a geminate: labial–labial–C clusters such as \{vmn\} and \{fpr\} are also avoided (recall Fig. 1). There is also an interaction between non-adjacent sibilants, which cannot form a geminate across an intervening consonant (even if they could be argued to be articulatorily local, as in Gafos 1999). Russian also has a preposition which Polish lacks, [k], which exhibits sonority effects but not antigemination (e.g. /ko grob-u/ → [g grab'u] ‘towards a coffin’). While the place difference between dorsal stops and other consonants is essentially stipulated in our analysis, it is simply not the case in Russian that geminates before consonants are avoided across the board, or that preposition vowels appear only to avoid preconsonantal geminates.

Paj\'ak & Bakovi\'c (2010) and Bakovi\'c (2005) do shed light on a feature of the Russian alternation that we do not analyse in detail, however: the gradient similarity effect among sibilants (see Fig. 6). The direction of the effect suggests that faithfulness is at play: assuming that there is at least some assimilation between the preposition consonant and the following sibilant, deletion is less likely when it implies having to make more changes to the preposition’s consonant. It is additive in the way we predict: /so zritis\'om/ is less likely to have deletion than /so \v{s}vedov/ because [z/z zritis\'om] requires more featural unfaithfulness than [s/s \v{s}ved\'ef]. We do not analyse this directly, because our experiment tested only one sibilant, but the gradient similarity effect can be captured through the interaction of faithfulness to the features of the preposition’s sibilant with the other markedness constraints violated by the resulting cluster.

\textbf{5.4 Complex conditioning contexts for alternations as gang effects}

The experimental results clearly show that the probability of the CV form is jointly determined by multiple constraints simultaneously, rather than by the highest-ranked one. Even the near-categorical OCP constraint against adjacent sibilants does not overshadow the weaker sonority-sequencing constraint: sibilant-initial clusters are more likely to occur with the CV preposition if they have a relatively bad sonority profile ([\v{s}t] occurs with CV more often than [\v{sr}] does). Similarly, stress on the following syllable makes a CV preposition slightly more likely across the board, on top of the phonotactic constraints related to the cluster.

Casting the analysis in a weighted-constraints theory allows us to capture these additive effects, while keeping the constraints themselves relatively simple compared to previous analyses in standard OT.

\textsuperscript{18} To our knowledge, the phonetics of assimilation in such clusters have not been systematically studied in Russian, though there is some experimental evidence for long-distance interactions between sibilants (Kochetov & Radi\'si\'c 2009).
For example, to explain why the OCP applies only to [ssC] clusters rather than [ssV], Steriopolo (2007) assumes that preconsonantal sibilants are unsylabified appendices rather than syllable onsets – a structure often posited for Slavic (Bethin 1992, Yearley 1995, among others). The constraint that blocks deletion in Steriopolo’s analysis is the OCP locally conjoined with the constraint against unsylabified consonants. This structural definition of the context for the OCP does not explain our findings, however. We found an OCP effect even with sibilant–liquid clusters such as [sr], and these are usually assumed to be tautosyllabic. The OCP applies across an intervening consonant (as in [sa ms'ibam]), where the second sibilant is syllabified with the following vowel. Our solution to this analytic problem is to keep the OCP constraint itself relatively simple, deriving the complex conditioning from its interaction with the constraint against three-consonant clusters. Neither three-consonant clusters nor OCP violations by themselves are sufficient to condition a high rate of CV prepositions; the effect arises through cumulative action. Such ‘gang’ effects have been observed in other gradient phenomena (Keller 2000, Jäger & Rosenbach 2006, Hayes & Wilson 2008, Pater 2009, Potts et al. 2010).

As Boersma & Hayes (2001) point out, much of the success in modelling variation in constraint-based theories depends on the choice of constraints. A detailed comparison of constraint-based theories of variation would require comparing analyses that use different constraint sets and definitions, which would take us too far afield. We want to make one point that bears on the issue of how to analyse the stress effect in particular. In principle, gang effects do not require constraint weighting: some limited gang effects are possible in Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997, Boersma & Hayes 2001), and standard OT can capture certain types of gang effects through local conjunction (Smolensky 1995). Local conjunction is a way to allow two low-ranked constraints to override a higher-ranked constraint when they are violated simultaneously: for example, in some languages, word-final consonants are allowed and voiced consonants are allowed, but word-final consonants cannot be voiced. Ito & Mester (2003) capture this by conjoining NOCODA and *VOICEDOBSTRUENT in the domain of a segment; the resulting constraint is violated by segments that violate both constraints, and the conjoined constraint can compel unfaithful mappings that neither of the individual markedness constraints can compel. To extend this approach to the stress effect we found, one could conjoin ALIGN with PARSE-σ: the resulting constraint would be violated only by a syllable that is unfooted and causes misalignment of lexical and prosodic word edges, as in [sa (grib'om)]. But conjunction would not work with other possible accounts of the stress effect, such as a licensing-by-cue analysis (Steriade 2001). The idea behind such an analysis is that schwa is more likely to delete than [a] because its deletion is less noticeable.19 Implementing this

19 The vowel that is deleting is not necessarily either [a] or [ə] underlyingly; it could be /o/, as we suggested in §5.1. To work technically, this analysis would have to include
would require conjoining a constraint that specially protects [a] but not [ə] (\(\text{MAX}[a]\)) with each of the markedness constraints that disfavour deletion (*#CCC, *s(C)S, and so on). Recall tableaux (31) and (33): the goal is to make deletion slightly worse when it involves [a] rather than [ə], which means that \(\text{MAX}[a]\) would work in tandem with other constraints that disfavour deletion – all of them markedness constraints. The problem is that conjunction of \(\text{MAX}\) with markedness is impossible: these constraints do not share a locus of violation (Moreton & Smolensky 2002). In a weighted-constraints theory, on the other hand, \(\text{MAX}[a]\) can interact with markedness constraints through cumulativity, so this analysis can be implemented. In (36), we show the weights of the constraints and the harmony scores for two inputs that differ in stress position. The crucial interaction is in (36b), where the weight of \(\text{MAX}[a]\) is combined with that of the rest of the markedness constraints to make deletion less likely in pretonic position than in a position with greater reduction.

(36) *A licensing-by-cue analysis in a weighted-constraints model: [ə] vs. [a]*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ALIGN</th>
<th>#CCC</th>
<th>*S(\text{IM})-C-C</th>
<th>*s(C)S</th>
<th>Max [a]</th>
<th>SSP</th>
<th>Max [ə]</th>
<th>(\mathcal{H})</th>
<th>prob (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>/so (\text{ṣr'ib-om}/</td>
<td>6·28</td>
<td>3·93</td>
<td>1·72</td>
<td>0·74</td>
<td>0·37</td>
<td>0·24</td>
<td>0·00</td>
<td>-6·28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa (\text{ṣr'ibam}/</td>
<td>-1×6·28</td>
<td>-1×3·93</td>
<td>-1×1·72</td>
<td>-1×0·74</td>
<td>-1×0·37</td>
<td>-2×0·24</td>
<td>-2×0·24</td>
<td>-6·28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>/s (\text{ṣr'ibom}/</td>
<td>-1×6·28</td>
<td>-1×3·93</td>
<td>-1×1·72</td>
<td>-1×0·74</td>
<td>-2×0·24</td>
<td>-1×0</td>
<td>-6·87</td>
<td>36·0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysed in this way, the Russian stress effect represents a possible gang effect between markedness and faithfulness, in addition to markedness-markedness (Pater 2009, Potts et al. 2010) and faithfulness-faithfulness gang effects (Farris-Trimble 2008).

While the additive approach generally allows us to obtain a good fit to the experimental results, it does not suffice in the case of the near-categorical OCP constraint against adjacent sibilants in clusters. As mentioned in §5.2, modelling this phenomenon as an additive effect of *#CCC and a general OCP constraint against adjacent sibilants (*SS) would require assigning a very large weight to *SS, thereby incorrectly predicting dissimilation in simple onsets (e.g. [s+sa]). To get around this problem, we posited the constraint *S\(\text{IM}\)-C-C, which is essentially a conjoined version of *SS and *#CCC. A potential alternative to hand-crafting conjoined constraints such as this one is expanding the expressive power of the MaxEnt model by allowing it to learn multiplicative interactions between constraints, so that the joint effect of

intermediate stages of representation where the prepositional vowels are present but reduced, as outlined by McCarthy (2011), with vowel-specific MAX constraints referring to reduced vowels rather than UR vowels.
two constraints is allowed to be larger than the sum of their individual effects.

6 Analysis: lexical variation

In our corpus studies, some words conditioned different rates of the CV prepositions even though they started with the same cluster and had the same stress pattern – that is, they were indistinguishable from the perspective of our phonological constraints. For example, [mn'enemj] ‘opinion (INSTR)’ appeared with [s] almost exclusively, whereas [mn'ozastvm] ‘a large amount (INSTR)’ showed considerable variation between [s] and [so]. Crucially, the morphemes in the lexicon cannot be simply divided into two classes, regular morphemes and exceptions. Among [mn]-initial words, for example, there are at least three classes: words that categorically occur with the C form [s], such as [mn'enemj], words that categorically occur with the CV form [so], such as [mn'oj], and words that occur with both forms, such as [mn'ozastvm]. Even more problematically for a dichotomous distinction between exceptions and regular words, the words that occur with both forms vary in the rates at which they occur with each form; for instance, the rate of the CV form [vo] before [gr'ex] ‘sin’ is 20%, whereas before [gr'at] ‘city’ it is 60%. This suggests that speakers keep track of fine-grained distributional information pertaining to the co-occurrence of each individual lexical item with C and CV forms.

This section presents a scaled-constraints analysis that accounts for this pattern. We start by presenting the scaled-constraints mechanism (§6.1). We then demonstrate how this mechanism captures lexical variation both among prepositions and among the nouns that condition prepositional alternations (§6.2). We then discuss effects of register (§6.3) and morphological context (§6.4). Finally, we discuss how our findings bear on the relationship between variation and frequency (§6.5) and the syntax–phonology interface (§6.6).

6.1 Introducing scaled constraints

There are several approaches to lexical variation in Optimality Theory and related frameworks. In cophonology theory (Inkelas et al. 1996, Orgun 1996, Anttila 2002, Inkelas & Zoll 2007), lexical variation is analysed by assigning different constraint rankings to different morphemes. By contrast, the indexed-constraints approach (Benua 1997, Itô & Mester 1999, Pater 2006) assumes a single constraint ranking for the entire language, and captures lexical variation by positing two or more instantiations of the same constraint, each indexed to a different set of morphemes. When applied to Harmonic Grammar or a maximum entropy grammar, this approach translates into morpheme-specific constraint weights. Finally, Coetzee & Pater (2011) and Coetzee & Kawahara (2013)
implement morpheme-specific weights in Harmonic Grammar using scaling factors. When a faithfulness constraint is evaluated on a given word, the weight of the constraint is adjusted by an additive scaling factor, which is determined by extragrammatical properties of the word (e.g. its frequency). In the scaling factors approach, the constraint is not multiply instantiated in the grammar; instead, its weight varies, depending on the word being evaluated.

We adopt the scaling factors approach, but extend it in three ways. First, Coetzee & Kawahara (2013) assume that all faithfulness constraints are scaled to the same degree by a morpheme’s scaling factor; we depart from this assumption, and instead allow the scaling factors to vary by constraint. Second, we assume that scaling factors can apply both to markedness and faithfulness constraints (Flack 2007, Gouskova 2007, Pater 2007). Finally, we introduce scaling factors that are lexically listed and vary idiosyncratically from morpheme to morpheme, in addition to scaling factors that reflect properties such as frequency and register. Using the notation introduced in §5.3, if $s_{ji}$ is the sum of all scaling factors relevant to evaluating constraint $i$ with respect to candidate $j$, including frequency, register and lexically specific factors, then the harmony of candidate $j$ is given by (37).

\[
H_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (w_i + s_{ji}) v_{ji}
\]

While our modified constraint-scaling approach is in some respects a notational variant of constraint indexing, we prefer it for two reasons. First, a constraint-scaling mechanism is independently needed to capture the register effect we have observed. Second, as we show elsewhere, constraint weights are determined not only by the individual morpheme immediately following the preposition, but also by the morphological structure of the derived word that the morpheme is part of, which is not necessarily listed in the lexicon. It is not obvious how this would be handled using lexical indexing. A flexible constraint-scaling factor approach can straightforwardly predict the CV rate of the derived word from the stem and its suffixes (Gouskova & Linzen in preparation).

### 6.2 A scaled-constraints analysis

The three prepositions [k/ko], [s/so] and [v/vo] are exceptional in that other prepositions which end in a vowel, such as [na] and [po], never alternate with monoconsonantal forms (*[n] or *[p]). In our analysis, the constraint that needs to be weighted differently for these three prepositions is Max(V), which blocks the deletion of the vowel. By default, the weight of Max(V) exceeds that of Align enough to never allow vowel–zero alternations, which achieves the categorical
resistance to deletion in most prepositions. Under the scaling factors approach, the alternating prepositions need to be assigned a negative scaling factor, which would bring the weight of $\text{MAx}(V)$ down enough to enable $\text{ALIGN}$ to significant impact the form of the preposition. Indeed, in the MaxEnt model fit shown in §5.3, $\text{MAx}(V)$ is the lowest-weighted constraint. Assuming that the language-wide weight of $\text{MAx}(V)$ is very high, say 25, the scaling factor for the prepositions should be $s_{k/s/v} = -25$. Of course, each of the prepositions may have a different scaling factor, indicating a lower overall tendency for deletion in e.g. [s] than in [k].

Moving on to the variation among the morphemes following the three prepositions, recall that words that can condition the CV form of the prepositions are overwhelmingly cluster-initial. At the same time, the specific word-initial cluster is not restricted to any phonologically defined subset of clusters (e.g. falling sonority clusters only). This suggests that the constraint that should be assigned morpheme-specific weights is $\#\text{CCC}$, which encourages the retention of the vowel in the preposition when it is followed by a cluster-initial morpheme. We assume that the nonce-word experiment reflects speakers’ phonological knowledge about regular lexical items; the basic weight of $\#\text{CCC}$ should therefore be the weight obtained from our MaxEnt model, namely 4.26. Lexical items that show a higher CV preference than would be expected from their phonological properties are assigned positive scaling factors, such that the weight of $\#\text{CCC}$ is higher than the default for these words. For instance, the contrast between the near-categorical deletion of the vowel in [s dv'igətələ] ‘from the engine’ and the tendency to retain the vowel in [sə dvər'a] ‘from the yard’ will be captured by assigning [dv'or] a positive scaling factor for $\#\text{CCC}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>scaling factor</th>
<th>weight of $#\text{CCC}$</th>
<th>CV rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>most words</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>depends on cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gr'ex]</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85 + 4.26</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gr'at]</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.70 + 4.26</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dv'or]</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.98 + 4.26</td>
<td>60–96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mn'o']</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>8.50 + 4.26</td>
<td>$\approx$100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI
A scaling factors approach to gradient exceptionality.

In our MaxEnt model of the results of the experiment, the weight assigned to $\text{MAx}(V)$ was exactly 0. This was due to the fact that our data did not allow the model to distinguish $\text{MAx}(V)$ from $\text{ALIGN}$: whenever the former was violated, the latter was not, and vice versa.
As mentioned above, the gradient variation in CV rates between lexical items does not lend itself to a dichotomous distinction between regular items and exceptions: in principle, each lexical item may require a different scaling factor for *#CCC, although there may well be some subregularities (Zuraw 2000, Albright & Hayes 2003). Table VI gives a rough estimate of the range of scaling factors required to derive the range of CV rates in the corpus (abstracting away from the words’ phonological shape, for purposes of illustration).

The effect of scaling factors is illustrated in (38) for [dv'or], under the assumption that $s_{dvor} = 2.98$.

(38) A scaling factors treatment of lexical variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/so dvor-a/</th>
<th>ALIGN</th>
<th>*#CCC</th>
<th>*SIM C-C</th>
<th>*v(C) LAB</th>
<th>PARSE-σ</th>
<th>SSP</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>prob (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sə (dvar'a)</td>
<td>-1x6·24</td>
<td>-1x0·37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6·61</td>
<td>66·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(zdvar'a)</td>
<td>-1x(s_{dvor}+4·26) = -1x7·24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7·24</td>
<td>34·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even when a morpheme conditions idiosyncratic CV rates, the distribution of each of the specific prepositions is affected by the phonological constraints we have identified. For instance, [dv'or] shows a non-adjacent OCP effect: the mean CV rate for [s] and [k] is 62%, whereas for the preposition [v], which is identical to one of the consonants in the word-initial cluster, the CV rate is an almost categorical 96%. The interaction with language-wide phonological constraints suggests that learners do not simply store the deletion rate for each morpheme in their lexicon (as proposed, for example, by Guy 2007), but rather consider both language-wide and lexically specific constraint weights in the same additive weighting. The greater preference of [dv'or] for the CV form of [v], compared to [s] and [k], falls out naturally from the combination of the scaled weight of *#CCC and the labial dissimilation constraint *v(C)LAB. There is no need to index any other constraint to [dv'or] to derive this behaviour, as shown in (39).

(39) The additive interaction between phonological and lexical variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/vo dvor-e/</th>
<th>ALIGN</th>
<th>*#CCC_{dvor}</th>
<th>*SIM C-C</th>
<th>*v(C) LAB</th>
<th>PARSE-σ</th>
<th>SSP</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>prob (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>və (dvar'e)</td>
<td>-1x6·24</td>
<td>-1x0·37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6·61</td>
<td>96·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vdvar'e)</td>
<td>-1x(s_{dvor}+4·26) = -1x7·24</td>
<td>-1x2·74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7·98</td>
<td>4·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tying the lexical variation to *#CCC makes a potential prediction for other contexts: if another phonological rule involves the prohibition on #CCC clusters, then morphemes indexed to the constraint should
exhibit variation proportional to their scaling factor. Word-initial CCC clusters can be created in several ways: through morpheme concatenation (/C + CC .../), deletion in the preposition (/CV + CC/ → #CCC) or deletion of a vowel morpheme-internally between three consonants (/CVCC/ → CCC ... or /CCVC/ → CCC ...). The latter kind of deletion is not found in Russian nouns – Gouskova & Becker (2012) show that CVCC words never display yer deletion in Russian, and CCVC words resist it as well. Since only #CCV ... words condition the prepositional alternation variably, the lack of such words in the yer sublexicon makes the prediction impossible to test.

6.3 Register effects

Many of the morphemes we found that showed a CV preference were ecclesiastical words (see §2.3.1). An overall register bias of this sort is straightforwardly analysed using the scaling factors mechanism: a register-wide scaling factor increases the weight of faithfulness to the underlying vowel of the preposition (MAX(V)), joining the existing preposition-specific scaling factor (Boersma & Hayes 2001, Coetzee & Kawahara 2013). For illustration purposes, consider the word [kr'est] ‘cross’, which has a CV rate of 68%. Non-ecclesiastical words that start with the same cluster, such as [krav'at] ‘bed’, tend to have a very low CV rate. Recall that we stipulated that the global weight of MAX(V) is 25, such that $s_{k/s/v} = -25$. Tableaux (40a) and (b) show how the difference between [kr'est] and the non-ecclesiastical [krav'at] can be accounted for by assuming that the register-wide scaling factor is $s_{ecc} = 3$.

(40) Analysing the register effect using scaling factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/so krest'-om/</th>
<th>ALIGN</th>
<th>#CCC</th>
<th>PARSE-σ</th>
<th>MAX(V)</th>
<th>SSP</th>
<th>$H$</th>
<th>prob (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>so (krist'om)</td>
<td>-1×6·24</td>
<td>-1×0·37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6·61</td>
<td>65·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(skrist'om)</td>
<td>-1×4·26</td>
<td>-1×(s_{k/s/v}+s_{ecc}+25)= -1×3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7·26</td>
<td>35·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>/so krav'at^i'-ju/</td>
<td>-1×6·24</td>
<td>-1×0·37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6·61</td>
<td>8·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>so (krav'at)ju</td>
<td>-1×4·26</td>
<td>-1×(s_{k/s/v}+25)= -1×0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4·26</td>
<td>92·0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternatively, it may be that the ecclesiastical words we found constitute an isolated set of lexical items that emerged through a diachronic process and are therefore not qualitatively different from other high-CV words like [dv'or]. If that is the case, the higher CV rate should be handled by morpheme-specific scaling of #CCC, as in (38), rather than by register-wide scaling of MAX(V), as in (40a). This alternative explanation predicts that a putative religion-related nonce word should not exhibit register effects in an experiment such as the one described in §4.

21 We would like to thank the associate editor for pointing out this prediction.
6.4 Morphological context

The problem of CV rates varying by morphological context has two sides: variation within the inflectional paradigm and conditioning by derivational suffixes (see §2.3.3). We will focus on the inflectional cases; for a full treatment of derivational effects, see Gouskova & Linzen (in preparation). The most prominent example of CV rates varying within the inflectional paradigm is [dnj-] ‘day’, which conditions different CV rates for the two homophones of [s], ‘with’ and ‘from’: [zdnjom] ‘with the day (birthday)’ but [sa dnja] ‘from the day’ (cf. Fig. 3). Similarly, the root /mnog-/ ‘much’ in [mn'oz sostvə] conditions slightly more CV prepositions when used to mean ‘a large amount’ and more C prepositions when used to mean ‘a set’. This pattern was specific to these roots – we did not find an overall difference in CV rates between the two homophones of the preposition [s] in the Yandex corpus (§3.2.5). The explanation we suggested for these cases is that a root, e.g. ‘day’, has two homophonous allomorphs, which differ slightly in their contextual meaning and in how they condition prepositional phonology. The allomorph selected in the ‘holiday’ context, [zdnjom], behaves like most other [dn]-initial words. The allomorph selected in other contexts has a higher scaling factor for *#CCC, favouring CV prepositions. The context for allomorph selection is semantic/morphosyntactic (Bobaljik 2008), but it has consequences for the phonology. The analysis is otherwise no different, using a scaling factor for allomorphs just as for other exponents of morphemes, as shown in (41).

(41) Allomorphy and variation in special semantic contexts

a. \[\sqrt{DAY} \leftrightarrow \begin{cases} \text{[denj](#CCC)} = 0/ \\ \text{[denj](#CCC)} = 2/ \end{cases} \quad \text{‘birthday’} \]

b. \[\sqrt{MUCH} \leftrightarrow \begin{cases} \text{[mnog](#CCC)} = 0/ \\ \text{[mnog](#CCC)} = 0.5/ \end{cases} \quad \text{‘set’} \]

6.5 Variation and frequency

We now turn to the role of word frequency in alternation. High-token frequency is generally known to encourage deletion: when faced with the choice between a longer and a shorter form of a word, people are often more likely to use the shorter form when the word is frequent or predictable. For example, the schwa in the frequent word memory is more likely to delete than the schwa in the infrequent word mammary (Hooper 1976, Dalby 1984, Patterson et al. 2003). Similar results have been demonstrated for English t/d-deletion (Bybee 2000, Coetzee & Kawahara 2013), Dutch schwa epenthesis (Tily & Kuperman 2012) and other phenomena. In contrast with these studies, we did not find evidence that speakers were less likely to use the longer CV form of the preposition before high-frequency words. This may be because only phonetically gradient reductions increase in likelihood when the frequency of the word increases; the Russian vowel–zero alternation appears to be a case of a
categorical deletion rule rather than a gradient phonetic process of the sort described in the studies mentioned above. However, in the absence of phonetic data on the realisation of the vowel in CV prepositions, we cannot draw definite conclusions from this fact.

Our study also differs from previous studies in that the deleted material is part of the preposition rather than the content word. The CV rate should therefore be modulated by the frequency of the preposition, rather than the frequency of the content word. There is evidence that frequency does not affect the pronunciation of function words, at least not to the same extent as content words (Bell et al. 2009). In addition, our sample of prepositions is very small, and inherently confounded with phonological factors, making it difficult to detect effects of the frequency of the preposition on the CV rate. On the other hand, Bell et al. (2009) show that most function words are more likely to be reduced in duration when they are predictable from the following context word. This predicts that the vowel in a given preposition, say [s/so], should be less likely to be realised before a word that always occurs with that particular preposition (for example, in the context of a frequent collocation). We leave the testing of this prediction for future research.

The lemma-frequency effects we did find went in the opposite direction: in monosyllabic yer words, higher-frequency words were more likely to appear with CV prepositions, retaining a residue of the historical yer rule (see §2.4). These monosyllabic roots pattern with high-frequency function words, which always appear with CV prepositions ([sa mn'oj] ‘with me’ and [sa fs'em] ‘with all’). Frequency thus has a conserving rather than reducing effect in our data (Bybee 2006): after systematic yer alternations were lost, the CV rate of each monosyllabic root had to be learned on a morpheme-by-morpheme basis. Morpheme-specific rates for low-frequency morphemes did not have enough evidence in their favour; as a consequence, they were not learned by the next generation of speakers, and disappeared from the language. Our data join previous examples of sound changes that affect infrequent words first, such as glide deletion in southern American English (Phillips 1981, 2006).

We found an interaction between lemma frequency and the degree of sonority sequencing principle violation, such that frequent words showed a slightly larger effect of sonority sequencing. This is the opposite of what would be expected from a conserving effect of frequency: frequent words should be less affected by phonological pressure, and should therefore be more likely to retain the older pattern (i.e. preference for CV).\textsuperscript{22} It is possible that sonority slope has two kinds of effects: both the synchronic effect on phonologically ‘regular’ words that we built into our MaxEnt model, and a diachronic filter on exceptions, which makes it more likely for words with SSP violations to become exceptions in the first place. The diachronic effect may be much larger than the synchronic one, which could explain the surprising direction of the interaction.

\textsuperscript{22} We thank the associate editor for pointing out this fact.
6.6 The syntax–phonology interface

We now return to the architecture of the syntax–phonology interface. In lexicalist theories of the syntax–phonology interface, such as Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982, 1985, Mohanan 1982, Kaisse & Shaw 1985), only lexical rules are allowed to have lexical exceptions, and only post-lexical (e.g. phrasal) rules can be variable. Coetzee & Pater (2011) offer an extensive and convincing critique of this division, but their examples focus on lexical rules that are variable. The case of Russian shows that so-called postlexical rules can indeed have lexical exceptions. Through the corpus study, we identified a number of morphemes that systematically appear with CV prepositions, even though the productive phonological pattern that is extended to nonce words calls for a C preposition in similar phonological environments.

There has been some disagreement as to whether Russian prepositions are really phonologised postlexically. According to Kiparsky (1985), Russian prepositions attach in the lexicon; his arguments are based on rule ordering in voicing assimilation (see also Hayes 1984). But, as we noted earlier, Russian prepositions are not affixes – they can cliticise phonologically onto nouns, adjectives, quantifiers or adverbs. It seems doubtful that all of these combinations are derived in the lexicon. There are alternative analyses of voicing assimilation that do not assume either opaque rule ordering or this architecture, relying on the prosodic structure of prepositions instead (Padgett 2002, Gouskova 2010).

Russian is not an isolated example; many syntactically conditioned mutation rules have lexical exceptions (e.g. in Mende (Hayes 1990) and in Celtic languages (Green 2006)). Our corpus studies and experiment supply another case of a variable phonological rule that is part of phrasal/sentence phonology and that shows lexical variability. This has consequences for the organisation of the grammar and the syntax–phonology interface. Phonological theory must allow for lexical exceptions in phrasal phonology, not just in the treatment of word phonology. The distinction between phrasal and word syntax is difficult to motivate on syntactic grounds alone (Marantz 1997, 2008; though cf. Bermúdez-Otero 2011, 2012), so the elimination of the analogous distinction in phonology is independently motivated. Phrasal and word phonology are not different: both can show lexical variation.

7 Conclusion

Our study of Russian prepositional C ~ CV alternations has confirmed the similarity-avoidance patterns reported in previous studies: sequences of sibilants ([s+sC]) and labial continuants ([v+v/fC]) are systematically avoided in preconsonantal position, but adjacent dorsals are allowed.

The distinction between lexical and postlexical rules is reified in Lexical Phonology. We are not assuming a distinction of this sort.
We also discovered three new generalisations about this phenomenon. First, the OCP is gradient: the avoidance of C prepositions is strongest for adjacent identical consonants ([s+s]), but weakens when the consonants differ in one or more features (e.g. [s+z]). Second, the OCP applies to non-adjacent consonants in the same cluster: sequences such as [s+fs] and [v+dv] are disfavoured. Third, in the case of [v], it applies even when the preposition differs in manner of articulation from the following consonant (e.g. [v+m]).

We reported two other novel phonological findings. First, the alternation is affected by the position of the stress in the following word: words stressed on the first syllable are more likely to condition the CV form than words stressed on other syllables. Second, the sonority slope of the word-initial cluster also affects the alternation: the CV form is more likely to be used to break up the sequence [s+vd] than the sequence [s+vr]. All of these patterns are attested in the corpora, and were extended to novel words by participants in our experiment, suggesting that they form part of a productive grammar. We analysed these patterns in a weighted-constraints framework, MaxEnt, in which constraints interact additively: two constraints with low weights can override a single constraint with a higher weight.

We also found pervasive lexical variation: a large number of words appeared with CV prepositions more frequently than would be predicted based on their phonological properties. We showed that the selection of the CV form cannot be analysed using the traditional yer rule: many of the high-CV words do not contain underlying yer vowels, and some monosyllabic words that do contain a yer vowel do not cause the vowel in the preposition to be realised. Most striking is the example of the root [dn\^]- ‘day’, which contains a yer, but behaves differently after the preposition [s] depending on whether that preposition means ‘with’ or ‘from’, ruling out any purely phonological explanation.

The lexical variation we found could not be adequately characterised as an all-or-nothing distinction between regular and exceptional words. There is a wide range of CV rates, with some individual items favouring the CV form more than others. In addition, the phonological constraints active in the general grammar enhance the tendency of high-CV words to select the CV form: for example, [dv\or] tends to favour [so] and [ko], but its preference for [vo] – a labial – is even stronger. This suggests that CV rates for individual lexical items are not simply listed; they interact with phonological regularities, supporting the framework we adopted, which combines weighted constraints with morpheme-specific constraint weights, implemented using scaling factors.

From a methodological point of view, the extensive lexical variation we found highlights the importance of combining corpus studies and nonce-word experiments. Examples cherry-picked by the analyst are unlikely to be a random sample of words in the language: salient examples tend to be frequent words, and as such are more often exceptional. This bias may lead to spurious phonological generalisations. Comprehensive corpus
studies help to chart the terrain of lexical variation in a systematic way. After exceptions have been identified, they can be excluded in order to detect general phonological patterns. The productivity of these patterns can then be verified using a nonce-word experiment. Finally, the convergence among the findings of our three studies shows that orthographic corpora and Web search engines, which provide access to a much larger data set than phonologically transcribed corpora, can be useful for studying phonological phenomena, at least ones that are not governed by standardised or prescriptive orthographic rules.

Appendix A: Experiment results

Items used in the forced-choice experiment, with the proportion of participants who preferred each variant. This table only lists items with [ib] as their rhyme (see §4.1.2 for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>candidate</th>
<th>probability</th>
<th>input</th>
<th>candidate</th>
<th>probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/so vs'ibom/</td>
<td>s fs'ibom</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>/so št'ibom/</td>
<td>s št'ibom</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa fs'ibom</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa št'ibom</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so vsib'om/</td>
<td>s fsib'om</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>/so štib'om/</td>
<td>s štib'om</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa fsib'om</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa štib'om</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so k'ibom/</td>
<td>s k'ibom</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>/so vd'ibom/</td>
<td>s vd'ibom</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa k'ibom</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa vd'ibom</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so kib'om/</td>
<td>s kib'om</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>/so vdib'om/</td>
<td>s vdib'om</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa kib'om</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa vdib'om</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so ms'ibom/</td>
<td>s ms'ibom</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>/so vn'ibom/</td>
<td>s vn'ibom</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa ms'ibom</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa vn'ibom</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so msib'om/</td>
<td>s msib'om</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>/so vnib'om/</td>
<td>s vnib'om</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa msib'om</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa vnib'om</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so rd'ibom/</td>
<td>s rd'ibom</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>/so vz'ibom/</td>
<td>s vz'ibom</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa rd'ibom</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa vz'ibom</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so rdib'om/</td>
<td>s rdib'om</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>/so vzib'om/</td>
<td>s vzib'om</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa rdib'om</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa vzib'om</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so rn'ibom/</td>
<td>s rn'ibom</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>/so xr'ibom/</td>
<td>s xr'ibom</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa rn'ibom</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa xr'ibom</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so rnib'om/</td>
<td>s rnib'om</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>/so xrib'om/</td>
<td>s xrib'om</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa rnib'om</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa xrib'om</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so šr'ibom/</td>
<td>s šr'ibom</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>/so xs'ibom/</td>
<td>s xs'ibom</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa šr'ibom</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa xs'ibom</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/so šrib'om/</td>
<td>s šrib'om</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>/so xsib'om/</td>
<td>s xsib'om</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sa šrib'om</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td>sa xsib'om</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Glosses for forms in Figs. 1–4

Figure 1

t‘ot ‘entry’
ftk‘ot’enii ‘turning on’
ft‘us ‘taste’
vr‘et ‘damage’
vr‘em`a ‘time’
vnim‘anii ‘attention’
rv‘enii ‘yearning’
rt‘u`i ‘mercury’
mn‘ozastv`a ‘large amount, set’
kr‘est ‘cross’
ft‘ornik ‘Tuesday’
f`ot ‘flea’
dv‘or ‘yard’
dn‘o ‘bottom’
d‘en`i (dn`i-) ‘day’
vzv‘ot ‘platoon’
vzr‘oslij ‘adult’
vzr‘if ‘explosion’
vzgl`at ‘glance, look’
vzd‘ox ‘sigh’
vz‘ati ‘capture’
vz‘at `a ‘bribe’
vz‘or ‘gaze’
fstupl‘enii ‘entry’
fstr‘eftnij ‘coming from the opposite side’

*Figure 2*

dviz‘enij`a ‘movement’
dvajn`ik ‘double’
dv‘igatil ‘engine’
va dv‘or ‘into the yard’
va dv‘ar‘e ‘in the yard’
va dv‘ar‘ax ‘in the yards’
va dv‘ar‘i ‘into the yards’
va dv‘ar‘om ‘with the yard’
va dv‘ar‘of ‘from the yards’
va dv‘ar‘a ‘from the yard’
ka dv‘ar‘u ‘towards the yard’
ka dv‘ar‘am ‘towards the yards’
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Figure 3

va dn'ax 'in days'  va dn'o 'into the bottom'
va dn'i 'into days'  sa dn'om 'with the bottom'
sa dn'om 'with the day'  sa dn'a 'from the bottom'
sa dn'ami 'with days'  ka dn'u 'towards the bottom'
sa dn'a 'from the day'  va dn'iff'ax 'into the bottom of a ship'
sa dn'ej 'from days'  sa dn'iff'ax 'from the bottom of a ship'
ka dn'u 'towards the day'  ka dn'u 'towards the bottom of a ship'
ka dn'am 'towards days'
va dnvn'ik 'into the diary'
sa dnvnik'am 'with the diary'
ka dnvnik'u 'towards the diary'

Figure 4

[rt'u] 'mouth (DAT SG)'
[líd'u] 'ice (DAT SG)'
[liz'i] 'lie (DAT SG)'
[lv'ú] 'lion (DAT SG)'
[sn'u] 'sleep (DAT SG)'
[dn'ú] 'day (DAT SG)'
[zl'ú] 'evil (DAT SG)'
[ps'u] 'dog (DAT SG)'
[šv'ú] 'seam (DAT SG)'
[pn'ú] 'stump (DAT SG)'
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